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Abstract

This report is a delineation of research results derived under the
sponsorship of the AFOSR grant during January 1984 through January
1987. For the sake of conciseness, results already published in open
literature are only abstracted. Other results that are yet to appear are
described in more detail.
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1 Introduction

This final report for AFOSR 84-0052 provides a summary of various research activities

carried out during three years of sponsorship.

The research proposed sought to focus on the following:

1.1

Study and development of certain fault-tolerant architectures that utilize the capabil-

ities of the new IC technology was undertaken. Specifically, the research was aimed

Lat network architectures, distinguished by a close interconnection of a large number of

computing elements. Included is a subclass of specialized network architectures known

as VLSI processor arrays. Besides fault-tolerance-related research for such arrays,

also proposed was exploration of a new array architecture, developed for the express

purpose of executing general algorithms on these arrays.

The precise research formulated - developing fault-tolerant multiprocessor net-

work architectures - goes beyond earlier work. Here, the system interconnection struc-

ture, itself, was used as the primary design tool for achieving various and diverse

objectives, including: low interconnection and layout complexities, dynamic reconfig-

urability, fault-tolerance through graceful degradation as well as seif-diagnosability.

Viability of the proposed research was demonstated in the proposal; new communi-

cation structures were introduced, along with concepts of admissability of multiple

logical configurations, and algorithmic and detour routing that provide fault-tolerance



and graceful degradation.

~1.2

It was then proposed that the research be extended to the study of the design of

certain VLSI processor arrays, particularly because this subject matter was so new, and

only very limited work had yet been reported. Fundamental concepts were proposed

identifying important relationships between various levels of redundancy and fault-

tolerance. Also achieving testability and diagnosability internally, within the arrays,

was sought.

1.3

A marked limitation of earlier VLSI arrays had been suitability only for very spe-

cialized and highly concurrent matrix-oriented computation. An entirely new way of

utilizing these arrays was what was proposed here, which allow for execution of general

algorithms, thereby making these arrays attractive for broader use.

This report is organized into three main sections. Section 2 highlights various

4 results obtained on these above topics. Section 3 provides a complete list of publications

and student support resulting from this research. Section 4 depicts several unresolved

future research issues.

2
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2 Review of Research Results

Below is delineated a summary of various research results derived under the grant.

Those already published in open literature are only abstracted here; those yet to appear

are described in some detail.

Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor Networks

In [Prad85a], a class of link- and bus-oriented regular networks was presented.

Significantly, these were shown to provide optimal/near optimal fault-tolerance. Vari-

ous fault-tolerant properties of these networks were analyzed extensively, as well, com-

pared against existing networks. What is novel is the capacity of these networks to

be used to design any arbitrarily large networks, by using building blocks of any given

number of connections per node. (Other fault-tolerant networks, like binary cube,

suffer from the so-called "fan-out" problem, requiring that the number of connections

per node be increased with the size of the network).

In a subsequent paper, [Prad85b], a dynamically restructurable fault-tolerant

processor network architecture was presented. What is significant about these type of

networks is that the inherent logical structure can be changed to fit the application in

hand. Consequently, the proposed network admits efficient execution of a large class of

algorithms. Even more importantly, these networks admit a measure of fault-tolerance

because the faulty network exhibits all of the important properties of the fault-free

network.

Of special note is a recommendation that this particular network [Prad85b] has

F'3
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significant potential for SDI application, from a recent study conducted by Control

Data under the sponsorship of Rome Air Development Center [Appendix].

Several bus oriented fault-tolerant networks were reported on, as well, in JPrSc84J.

Key considerations in the design of fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems are

testing and diagnosis. A fault-tolerant system must also be testable with a high degree

of confidence. Reliability of the system, itself, otherwise is compromised. Distributed

self-diagnosis is a promising approach to testing/diagnosis problems. Here, by inter-

rupting the computation, the processors are able to test certain of the other processors,

determining if they are faulty. Interesting in this approach is its ability to be used

in both acceptance testing and concurrent testing of multiprocessor systems. A new

methodology was pursued, with the objective of minimizing testing overhead as well as

S of achieving greater test reliability, and/or more frequent testing. Several important

results were published in [MePr85].

DeBruijn Multiprocessor Networks

Certain interesting work on networks able to solve a wide variety of problems

evolved, described in some detail below.

Successfully grouped into various classes are computational problems. These are
N

important classifications, include the pipeline class, multiplex class, the NP-complete

class, the ASCEND and DESCEND classes, as well as the decomposable searching class.

Problems in the pipeline class can be efficiently solved in a pipe (known also as

a linear array). Depending on the problem, data may flow in one direction or in both

4
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directions, simulataneously. Matrix-vector multiplication is a typical example of prob-

lems solvable with one-way pipeline algorithms. Band matrix-vector multiplication,

recurrence evaluation and priority.queues are problems that can be solved by two-way

pipeline algorithms.

The multiplex class covers a range of problems characterized by: (1) Operation

on N data operands to produce a single result; (2) Evaluation can be described by a

tree. This category includes evaluation of general arithmetic expressions, polynomial

evaluation, etc. The natural computation graph for this paradigm is a tree, whose

nodes correspond to operations, and whose edges correspond to dataflow between op-

erations. The CBT (complete binary tree) can be used to solve the problems belonging

to this class. For another important class of problems, the NP-complete class, the CBT

e can efficiently implement exhaustive search algorithms, where time complexity still is

exponential.

The ASCEND and DESCEND classes are comprised of highly parallel algo-

rithms. The paradigm of the algorithms in this class is the iterative rendition of a

divide-and-conquer scheme. The input and output are each a vector of N(= 2k) data

items; "divide" refers to two subproblems of equal size; the "marry step" combines the

results of two subproblems, executing a single operation on corresponding pairs of data

items. Assume that input data Do, Dl, ... DN-1 are stored, respectively, in storage loca-

tions T[01, T[l1,... ,T[N-11. An algorithm in the DESCEND class performs a sequence

of basic operations on pairs of data that are successively 2 K, 2 k2, ..., 2,20 locations

apart. In terms of the above divide-and-conquer model, the marry step involves pairs
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of 20 locations apart. In the dual class (the ASCEND class), the basic operations are

performed on the data that are successively 20, 21, ... , 2 *-1 locations apart; the marry

step involves pairs of 2k-1 locations apart. These problems can be solved in the SE and

the CCC.

Problems in the decomposable searching class can be described as illustrated.

Preprocess a set F of N objects into a data structure D, such that certain kinds of

queries about F can be answered quickly. A searching problem is decomposable if the

response to a query Q, asking the relation of an object z to the set F, can be written

as: Q(z, F) = 6q(z, f), for all f in F, where f is an element in F, 6 is a binary operator

which is associative, commutative and has an identity, and where q is the query asking
the relation of the object z to the element f. The TM described solves this large class

of searching problems.

Multiprocessor networks based on undirected binary de Bruijn graphs, able to

solve all of the above mentioned classes of problems were presented in [PrSa87]. No

other such network has, we believe, yet been identified. Another paper [PrSa85] pre-

sented a corollary of the above work, demonstrating that these networks can perform

efficient sorting algorithms in various different input/output modes.

Also last year, in collaboration with researchers from the University of Wiscon-

sin, we studied the problem of reconfiguration of interleaved memory in the presence of

faults. These results will appear shortly in the 1987 IEEE/ACM Computer Architec-

ture Symposium, and are described below in some detail, not reported on previously.

In a computer system that consists of a processing unit (CPU) connected to a

6



memory system, the rate at which the CPU can process information is limited by the

rate at which the memory can supply this information. Furthermore, the information-

processing rate of the CPU is also limited by the bandwidth of the interface between the

CPU and the memory. This is the well-known von Neumann bottleneck. Consequently,

a decrease in the bandwidth of a memory system will directly affect the performance

of the overall computer system.

There are two main approaches to attain a memory system with a high band-
width. The first involves the use of a high-speed buffer or cache memory and the second

involves the use of several memory banks connected in an interleaved fashion. Though

Z the use of cache memories has become widespread, their utility is limited by their size.

While cache memories are very effective for instructions and scalar data items, they

have not proven to be effective for numeric processing machines that utilize large data

structures (such as arrays). For such systems, in order to achieve a high-bandwidth

memory system, one is forced to use interleaved banks of memory. Of course, the best

effect is achieved by using a cache memory for instruction buffers (analogous to an

instruction cache), large B and T register file (analogous to a cache for scalar data)

and an interleaved memory for non-scalar data.

Ir an interleaved memory system that consists of N independent memory banks

(or modules), by associating address latches and data latches with each bank, N differ-

ent memory accesses can be carried out simultaneously. By doing so, the bandwidth

* " of the memory system can be increased to N times the bandwidth of a single bank.

A processing system that utilizes a cache memory for instructions and an interleaved

7FL
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-mFigure 1: A Processor with an Interleaved Memory System

~memory system for data is shown in Figure 1. The bandwidth of interleaved memo-

ries has been the subject of extensive study. Apart from the referencing behavior of

* programs, the main factor that influences the bandwidth of interleaved memory banks

. is the manner in which the addresses are distributed amongst the banks. Given the

distribution of data amongst the memory banks, the appropriate address bits can be

~used to select the bank that contains the desired data item. Generally the number of

~~banks, N that are used to build an interleaved memory is a power of 2, i.e., N = 2

where q is an integer. In such a system, q bits of the address suffice to select a bank

~and the remaining bits are used to select a word within a bank. If the q bits are the

. high-order bits of the address space, the scheme is a high-order interleaving scheme

whereas a low-order interileaving scheme results if the low-order q bits are used to select

~the bank.

~8
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We should mention that an interleaving scheme is not restricted to using only a

power of 2 number banks. Interleaving schemes that utilize a prime number of memory

banks have been investigated and implemented. However, the utility of such a scheme

in high performance machines is limited because of the complex logic that is needed to

determine the appropriate bank/word from a given address.

In a high-order interleaved memory system, consecutive memory adddresses lie

in the same bank. Therefore, if the memory is referenced sequentially, consecutive

memory references access the same bank and no increase in bandwidth is obtained. In

* a low-order interleaved memory system, consecutive addresses lie in different banks.

Now, if the memory is accessed sequentially, consecutive references will access different

banks, thereby increasing the bandwidth of the memory. Since the memory referencing

pattern for most programs is generally sequential (because of sequential instructions

and array structures with a constant stride of unity), a low-order interleaved memory

system generally has a higher bandwidth than a high-order interleaved memory system.

A low-order interleaving scheme has a major drawback - it is not modular,

i.e., a failure in a single bank affects the entire address space. If no precautions are

taken to handle such a situation, the bandwidth of the memory and consequently the

performance of the processor could be degraded to an intolerable extent. In this paper,

we study the organization of interleaved memories such that faults in the memory

[] system degrade the performance in a graceful manner. We restrict our study to an

interleaved memory system that starts out with a power of 2 number of banks and uses

a low-order interleaving scheme. The ideas presented in JPr et.al.87] can be extended

9
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to other interleaved memory schemes.

Faults in Interleaved Memories

Consider a memory that consists of several groups of interleaved memories with

each group consisting of several banks. The number of banks in a group is a power of

2, say 2", and the banks within a group are fully interleaved. Thus, the banks within a

group can be selected using a r-bit bank selection address field. Different groups can

have a different number of banks in them. Thus group G, may consist of 4 banks while

group G2 may have only 1 bank. If the total number of banks in the memory system is

2* where k is an integer, then there is only one group. This is the situation that exists in

a conventional interleaved memory system without any faulty banks. Therefore, if each

of the 2 q banks in the single group contains 2P words, then the total addressable main

memory of the system is 2q (where n = p + q) words. Using a low- order interleaving

se scheme, bits Aq-i . . .A0 of the n-bit address A,,-, A- 2 • . . A0 (where A.-, is the

most significant bit) are used to select the bank and the remaining p bits, i.e., bits

An- 1 An- 2 . .Aq are used to select a word within a bank.

Consider what happens when a bank is deleted from a memory system that

contains a single group of banks. This is exactly what happens when a fault in the

memory system results into the loss of one complete bank. Therefore, our fault model

is that a fault results in the loss of a complete bank of memory. We assume that a

mechanism that detects the presence of a faulty bank exists. Such a fault-detection

scheme is not the subject matter of this paper.. Our main thrust is to evaluate the

loss in performance when a fault is reported and how the memory system might be

10
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I
organized so that the resulting degradation in performance is graceful.

If the memory system loses one bank, the number of banks in memory is reduced

to 2 q - I and the total addressable.physical memory is reduced to (2' - 1)2 P words. The

program must be stopped, correct information recovered from the backup store, the

address translation mechanism informed about the faulty bank and program execution

restored. However, since 2q - I is not a power of 2, the banks no longer iorm a

single group and the system loses its capacity to interleave memory requests. Without

interleaving, the bandwidth can be catastrophic to the performance of a high-speed

CPU. What could we possibly do to salvage some of this lost memory performance?

Two approaches follow.

The first approach involves the use of spare memory banks. After a faulty bank

.is detected, a spare bank can take its place. However, as more banks become faulty, the

system will eventually run out of spare banks if the spare banks cannot be replaced.

Once all the spare banks have been exhausted, another fault-tolerance scheme must

come into play.

Reconfiguration of Non-faulty Banks

An alternative approach is to reconfigure the remaining non-faulty banks in

"* order to salvage some of the lost performance. Such an approach could also be used if
a system has spares but runs out of them eventually. The banks are reconfigured so

that their bandwidth is improved. No doubt, a smaller physical memory will result in

a larger probability of a page fault.

How might we organize the fault-free banks so that the performance is not

q 1 N1



p. degraded to an intolerable extent? A simple solution that could be used to salvage

some of the lost bandwidth is to reduce the number of addressable banks to the nearest

power of two, i.e., 2q- thereby achieving a maximum bandwidth of 2q-' words per

memory cycle. While the address translation and bank selection mechanism is quite

straight-forward, 2 q-1 - 1 banks of fault-free physical memory are not addressable

and therefore unutilized. With such a simple reconfiguration scheme, although the

bandwidth may be high, it is likely to result into a high page fault rate compared to a

scheme which uses all 2q - 1 fault free memory banks. A scheme that does not utilize

all 2q - 1 memory banks may, therefore, perform poorly in spite of its high bandwidth.

Hence, any scheme used to improve the memory performance must not only organize

I " the fault-free banks in an interleaved manner to maximize the bandwidth, but it must

also make sure that the available memory is being utilized to its fullest extent so that

the performance degradation due to page faults is minimized.

Another important factor that must be kept in mind is the effect of the reconfig-

uration hardware on delay in the address and data path. One advantage of a low-order

interleaving scheme is that the decoding logic needed to generate the bank select sig-

nals is very simple. Therefore, the delay in the address path between the processor and

main memory is small. It is desirable to keep this delay small because any delay in this

path will have a direct impact on the latency of each memory request. In the proposed

Lreconfiguration, we pay special attention to this critical path performance. Thus, in

p. addition to making the best use of available memory resources, we must also minimize

the delay due to the additional hardware.B

12
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Figure 2: Partitioning Banks into Groups

The Reconfiguration Scheme

The proposed scheme reconfigures the remaining banks using a combination of

high-order interleaving and low-order interleaving. All non-faulty banks are parti-

tioned into sets. Thus, if 2 q-1 - 1 banks were available, they would be partitioned into

q sets. These q sets form 2 subsets; subset S0 (2q- 2) and S (2q- 2 - 1). A set containing

a power of 2 banks is called a group. Therefore, S0 (2q-l) has one group G0 (2q-l) that

has 2 q-' banks and S1 (2q-l - 1) is made up of group G10(2q- 2) which has 2 q-2 banks

and the subset S1 (2q- 2 - 1) which has (2q- 1 - 1) banks. This recursive partition stops

when S1 has only one bank. Clearly, the number of banks in each group is a power

of 2, with unity being a special case. An example of the partitioning of 7 memory

banks into groups is given in Figure 2. Banks within each group G(2k) are organized

for low-order interleaving; high-order address bits are used to determmine the group.

If there is only one group, e.g., in the fault-free case, no group selection needs to be

Idone. The low-order q bits of the address select the bank and the high-order p bits

13



of the address select the word within the bank. With one fault, the number of groups

becomes q with the number of banks = 2q - 1. Therefore, q bits suffice to uniquely

identify 2q - 1 correct and one faulty bank. An address is decoded as follows: the most

significant bit of the address, A,.-,, is used to select either group GO(2 q - 1 ) or subset

SI(2q- 1 - 1). If group Go(2q- 1 ) 's selected, then bits A 9-2...Ao are used to select one

of the 29-1 banks within the group and bits A,-2...A-, are used to address the word

within the bank. If SI(2 q- 1 - 1) is selected, then bit A,-2 of the address is used to

select either Glo(2€ - ) (with bits Aq-3 ...A0 used to select a bank within this group) or

S1 (2q-2 ) and so on. Note that this group identification scheme resembles the decoding

scheme used to decode Huffman-encoded information. If there is only a single faulty

bank, it is always indicated by a string of l's in the q bits that are used to identify

0 the bank number. Once the group number has been determined from the address, the

appropriate p bits are used to select the work within the bank. The logic that decodes
the address is now more complex than a simple decoder. We call this logic the Ad-

dress Transliterator (AT). Each memory address now passes through the AT before it

is forwarded to the memory system (Figure 3). The design of the AT is discussed in

detail in Section 4. The inputs to the AT are n-bit physical memory address and a

2q-bit vector, the Bank Status Indicator (BSI), that indicates the status of each bank.

- The output from the AT is the appropriate bank address and the address of the work

within the bank.

Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the reconfigured memory system, we

14
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Figure 3: Interleaved Memory System with an Address Transliterator

. carried out a trace-driven simulation of several programs on the VAX-II. A trace

of instruction and data references were obtained for each program. Data from the

trace files was fed into a program that simulates the interleaved memory system and

! determines the bandwidth. The simulation model used was similar to that used by

other researchers. Memory references are divided into instruction references (put in the

~instruction 
queue) and data references (put in the data queue). During each memory

~cycle, 
requests in both queues are scanned alternately. The scanner stops admitting

requests if a bank conflict occurs. We make the following assumptions; no interactions

~may occur between the instruction request stream and the data request stream, ii) no

~self-modifying 
code and iii) an additional data cycle is issued if the data queue is full.

The Performance 
Metric

Along with the bandwidth of the reconfigured memory system, the other im-

11
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portant performance measure is the number of page faults. We combine these two

measures into a single metric, P. The performance metric P is defined as:

. P=total data trace length (total data references/data bandwidth) x data pages

allocated to a process + time to process a page fault x data pages allocated to a

process x number of data page faults.

The metric P is then normalized with respect to P for the fault-free case.

Experiments and Results

We evaluated the reconfigured memory system for 4 different programs: i) nroff,

which is a text formatter, ii) compact, which is a program that compresses a file using

an adaptive Huffman encoding, iii) boyer, which is a theorem proving program and, iv)

tak, which is an execution of the Takeuchi function. Initially, 16 banks of memory are

present. The system uses demand paging with a page size of 2K bytes and a bus width

of 4 bytes. The number of instruction and data references traced and the number of

data pages used during a trace of the program is given in Table 1.

A program is allocated a fixed number of data pages (maximum of 32) for

its use. A least recently used (LRU) replacement policy is used to replace a page

when a page fault occurs and no free page frame is available. We assume that all

instruction references are serviced by the instruction cache, i.e., only data requests to

*the interleaved memory. A loss of memory bank results in less data pages available

for the program, but does not affect the instruction pages. Thus, the number of data

pages allocated to a program is reduced when a bank is reported to be faulty. The

16
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Trace Trace Records Data Pages
Insuction Data Referenced

,roff 281513 178832 55
compact 233638 205298 23
boyer 217147 229871 216
tak 49814 54590 170

Table 1: Statistics for the Benchmark Programs

pages are distributed amongst the groups of the reconfigured memory in proportion

to the number of banks in the group. Any page lies completely within a group. For

example, if there are 2 groups consisting of 8 and 4 banks respectively, a process will

place 67% of its data pages in the group of 8 banks and the remaining pages in the

group of 4 banks. The time to process a page fault is 2000 memory cycles.

Using the above parameters, we calculated the value of P as the number of

addressable memory banks reduced. The results are presented in Tables 2-5. In all

cases, there is a significant increase in the page fault rate when fewer memory banks

(pages) are available. The decrease in data bandwidth, however, is not very significant.

The performance metric P degrades in a graceful manner as opposed to a sudden

change if the number of addressable memory banks was reduced to 8 when a single

bank became faulty.

17
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Number Data Pof Banks Bandwidth Page Falts Pay Fault rate Pages1 2(rmad)0

15 2.744169 83 0.046412 26 1.213130
14 2.738286 136 0.076049 24 1.633969

,, 13 2.740889 141 0.078845 22 1.541935
12 2.735506 173 0.096739 20 1.660630
11 2.663697 217 0.121343 18 1.820683
10 2.698165 300 0.167755 16 2.151699
9 2.675584 362 0.202425 14 2.234710
8 2.614926 1180 0.659837 12 5.881731

Table 2: Result for nroff

Number Dam P

of Banks Bandwidth Pae Faults Page Fault rate % Pages (normalized)

16 2.906916 23 0.011203 14 1.000000
15 1.945492 51 0.024842 13 1.652334
14 1.959661 171 0.083294 12 3.283534
13 2.796937 467 0.227474 11 6.787020
12 2.698449 1048 0.510477 10 13.303313
11 2.585389 2334 1.136884 9 26.168747
10 2.648802 3986 1.941567 8 39.440582
9 2.573625 5382 2.621555 7 46.490295
8 2.546427 6497 3.164668 6 48.046799

Table 3: Result for compact

Number Dam P
of Banks Bandwidth Pae Faults Page Faut rate (%) Pages (normalized)

16 3.283168 1465 0.637314 32 1.000000
15 2.808648 1696 0.737805 30 1.085571
14 3.109895 1962 0.853522 28 1.166053
13 3.042513 2328 1.012742 26 1.281456
12 3.142504 2754 1.198063 24 1.395280
11 2.957110 3209 1.396000 22 1.488599
10 2.997978 4454 1.937609 20 1.871798
9 2.223019 6696 2.912938 18 2.530375
8 2.997796 8895 3.869561 16 2.977763

Table 4: Result for boyer

18
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Number Daa P
of Banks Bandwidth Pae Fawts Page Fault rate %) Pages (nonnalized)

16 3.687766 605 1.108262 32 1.000000
15 2.936841 674 1.234658 30 1.046026
14 3.110719 759 1.390365 28 1.096997
13 2.535061 823 1.507602 .26 1.106195
12 3.379349 895 1.639494 24 1.105987
11 3.261051 993 1.819015 22 1.124167
10 2.967439 1112 2.037004 20 1.144263
9 3.130943 1198 2.194541 18 1.108388
8 3.266726 1389 2.544422 16 1.140882

Table 5: Result for tak
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*4 Research in Progress and Future Directions

4.1 Consensus with Dual Failure Modes

Consider a distributed system of processing elements (nodes) connected by a point-

R. to-point network. One of the common problems is to maintain clocks (or some other

concept of time) in approximate synchrony despite differences in the clock rates of

individual processors and despite some faulty processors.

We consider a generalization of the clock synchronization problem called inter-

active consistency that involves reaching agreement on some value being sent by one of

the processors, say s. Let v(s) be the value that s wishes to transmit. Each processor

decides on some value as having been sent by s.

Interactive consistency is defined as satisfying the following two requirements:

* agreement any two good processors decide that the same value was sent by s

e sanity if s is a good processor, then the value that any good processor decides

A was sent by a is, in fact, v(a)

T,

The agreement requirement ensures that faulty processors cannot cause two

good processors to "believe" different things. The sanity requirement ensures that

consistency cannot be achieved by simply agreeing on a default value.

-" Figure 4 shows why it is impossible to reach agreement in the presence of one

S(malicious) fault when there are only three processors. The left illustration depicts the
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nature of messages sent when node i is transmitting the value 1 and node j is faulty.

The right illustration depicts the nature of messages sent when node i is faulty and

sends conflicting values to j and k. Node k is unable to distinguish between these two

scenarios.

1 4

V(i) 0 v(i) = 0

b1.

Figure 4: Agreement impossible with only three nodes

We consider systems where either or both of two types of faults may occur:

benign or malicious. We have accomplished the following: (1) established a taxonomy

-Q of processor failure modes, (2) established a continuum between previous results on

:. '. necessary and sufficient conditions for consensus algorithms to exist, and (3) developed

more general algorithms to handle systems with two failure modes-achieving much

improved reliability.
.9.'

We have established a taxonomy that categorizes faults by their behavior. (See

F. Meyer and D. Pradhan, "Consensus with dual failure modes," Proc. 17th Fault-'4'.

Tolerant Comput. Symp., for details). There are many possible failure modes. The

three most thoroughly examined failure modes are: (1) Byzantine, (2) Authenticated,
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and (3) Dormant. Figures 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the sort of behavior that such faults

may exhibit. The Dormant (Byzantine) failure mode has the most (least) constraints

on its behavior.

~~t says v(s) -

v(.s) =0
t says v(s) = 2

k

Figure 5: Byzantine fault exhibits arbitrary behavior

We have taken malicious failures to be Byzantine and benign failures to be

Dormant. Previous researchers have developed algorithms that function in the presence

of one of these two failure modes. F. Cristian, et al, "Atomic broadcast: From simple

message diffusion to Byzantine agreement," Proc. 15th Fault- Tolerant Comput. Symp.

gave a very simple algorithm that contends with any number of benign failures. But the

algorithm almost always fails whenever a failed processor exhibits any behavior outside

the constraints of a dormant failure (for instance, if it sends an incorrect message). D.

Dolev, et al, "An efficient algorithm for Byzantine agreement without authentication,"

Information and Control, no. 52, gave a relatively efficient algorithm to contend with
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encrypted by i

~omit message or
encrypted by 1v(s) =1_

Figure 6: Authenticated fault is constrained by encrypted messages

.

omitted message

(k

Figure 7: Dormant fault commits'only faults of omission
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0a maximal number (about one-third of the processors) of malicious failures.

Figure 8 plots the reliabilities achieved by these two algorithms. The plot is for

a 64-node system. The horizontal. axis plots the probability a given fault is malicious

for the range from zero to ten percent. The vertical axis shows the negative of the

common log of the probability that the faults present exceed what the algorithm is

rated to handle (so 2.0 equates to a probability of one percent). It might seem that for

most systems, probability malicious is small. This plot shows that the system designer
P,

cannot casually assume that probability malicious is negligible. Of course, reliability

decreases as probability malicious increases, even though the plot shows the reliability

',.- of the [Dolev, et all algorithm increasing. We have kept the expectation of [the number

of failures plus twice the number of malicious failures] constant so that the plot would

be better constrained on the vertical axis. So the slope of the plot for the [Cristian, et

all algorithm is even steeper.

[Dolev, et all suggested a way of moderately reducing the number of messages

sent when few faults are expected. We have modified this algorithm to allow for a

i . variable reduction in message complexity and to take advantage of the extra messages

sent by using them to tolerate benign failures. As a result, we can tolerate a mixture of

-.. benign and malicious failures, thereby improving reliability. The reliability achieved,

however, is slightly sensitive to the accuracy of the designer's estimate of probability

malicious.

To overcome this sensitivity, we have developed another algorithm (called mixed-

sum algorithm) that achieves still greater reliability and does not depend on probability
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Figure 8: Reason for Considering Dual Failure Modes
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Improved Reliability Versus Prior Algorithms
20.

Aigorithm
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Figure 9: Potential Reliability Improvement
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3 malicious. This algorithm is an adaptation of the algorithm given by L. Lamport, et

al, "The Byzantine generals problem," ACM Trans. Prog. Lang. E Sys., vol. 4, no. 3.

Our algorithm achieves the provably maximal reliability under the dual failure mode

model. Figure 9 plots the reliability achieved by (1) the better of the [Cristian, et all

or [Dolev, et all algorithms against (2) our mixed-sum algorithm. Attention should be

drawn to the significant improvement in the critical region (0 to 10 percent probability

of malicious failure).

The [Lamport, et all algorithm has a very large message complexity. While

our mixed-sum algorithm shares this drawback, we are continuing this research to (1)

develop a more efficient mixed-sum algorithm, (2) analyze other failure modes suggested

by our taxonomy, and (3) consider bus networks (instead of point-to-point).I
4.2 Methodologies for Designing Defect-Tolerant, Reliable,

Testable VLSI Systems and Evaluating their Costs

This research aims at developing methodologies for designing VLSI systems which are:

defect-tolerant, reliable, testable. Also it evaluates the penalty that has to be paid

in terms of area, performance, yield, etc., to achieve such properties. Random Access

Memories (RAMs) are to be investigated initially, because these devices are the highest

density VLSI devices to be fabricated commercially. Though they are very difficult to

test, their regularity permits innovation and experimentation and the results obtained

can be extended to other, less regular systems. .Finally, because of the low cost and

wide usage of RAMs, any architectural improvements that result in increased yield or
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enhanced performance is likely to have considerable practical significance.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 TRAM Architecture

A new architecture for Multi-Megabit RAMs, the Tree Random Access Memory (TRAM)

architecture, has been developed. Applying the principle of divide and conquer, the

RAM is partitioned into modules, each appearing as the leaf node of a binary inter-

connect network. This network carries the address/data/control bus which permits

the nodes to communicate with the outside world and with certain test logic embed-

ded within the chip. Such an architecture is shown to be fault-tolerant, improving

both yield and reliability. Also, it is easily partitionable, improving the probability of

generating partially good products. Parallelism in testing, and partial self test results

in a dramatic savings of testing time. Finally, unlike other fault tolerant/testability

schemes, this approach promises improved performance in terms of lower access times,

as well as reduction in the time required to refresh the device. These benefits are

obtained at only a small increase in chip area. These results are obtained by detailed

VLSI area/performance models that take into account implementation and technology

dependencies.
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4.3.2 On chip error control coding for yield and reliability enhancements

in dynamic RAMs

Reduction in the DRAM cell size'has increased its susceptibility to alpha particle ra-

diation. On chip error detection and correction can provide operational fault tolerance

against these soft errors. This research proposes and analyzes two new coding tech-

niques for on chip ECC: the product code with full code word correction on each access

and the odd-weight-column codes. Our proposed design differs from earlier designs in

its implementation, with the potential for better performance as well as better reliabil-
ity through smaller error latency. The area/performance costs of implementing these

codes are analyzed for three RAM sizes - IM, 4M and 16M - and for varying numbers

of information bits - from 64 bits to 2K bits. The analysis shows that the area cost of

implementing these codes is low (< 10%) for large RAMs. For each of the RAM sizes, it

also predicts the optimal number of information bits for both codes that will minimize
I..

area and performance cost. Overall, it is seen that the odd-weight-column codes have

a lower area and performance cost. The analytical model used is quite general and can

be used to analyze the cost/performance of other codes, as well as other fault/defect

tolerant techniques.

4.4 Work in Progress

1. For the TRAM architecture, techniques to simplify restructuring the architecture-

both during fabrication and in real time-are being explored. These would not

only simplify the generation of partially good products, thus increasing the effec-
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-itive yield, but also permit graceful degradation in the event of real time failures.

Detailed yield and reliability modelling is in progress.

2. A major implementation of the TRAM architecture is in progress. A 256K RAM,

organized as 16 nodes of 16K bits each, is being designed in 1.25/Am CMOS

technology. This will be fabricated by MOSIS and tested.

3. Yield and reliability analysis is in progress for DRAMs using on chip error control
coding. An interesting possibility that is being explored is the use of the hardware

that is already present for generating the checkbits/syndrome, for aiding off line

testing.

4. The TRAM architecture is being extended for Wafer Scale Memory Systems. Be-

cause of its hierarchical redundancy, easy restructurability and the H-tree bus

structure that equalizes the access time to all nodes, this architecture is particu-

larly suited for Wafer Scale implementation. However, the degree of redundancy,

and the area, yield, performance, testability tradeoffs are very different for WSI

and these are being explored.

5. The concepts developed for RAMs are being extended to other parallel computing

structures.
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* F.J. Meyer and D.K. Pradhan, "Dynamic Testing Strategy for Distributed Sys-

tems", Proc. FTCS-15, June 1985

* I. Koren and D.K. Pradhan, "Yield and Performance Enhancement through Re-

dundancy in VLSI and WSI Multiprocessor Systems", IEEE Proceedings, Vol.

74, May 1986.
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Fault-Tolerant Multiprocessor Link and Bus Network
Architectures

&IDHIRAJ K. PRADHAN. SUNIoR MIMHIr. IIU-

Abstract -This paper presents a general class of regular net- with each other fairly easily-preferably with onlN minor
works which provide optimal (near-optimal) fault tolerance. modification to the original routing procedure. It is precisely

The proposed networks compare favorably to other regular in this framework that a class of nev. fault-tolerant architec-
networks such as leaf-ringed binary trees and cube networks. In
particular, the networks proposed possess certain advantages in tures has been developed here.
that the number of connections per node is neither an arbitrarily The proposed class of networks is regular in that all of the
fixed number (as in leaf-ringed trees) nor does it grow arbitrarily system nodes (elements) possess the same number of con-
large with the size of the network (as in cube networks). This point nections per node. The proposed networks favorably com-
has significant relevance to fault tolerance in that the degree ofcube
fault tolerance provided by the network can be varied according pare to other regular networks such as the binar) cube
to the design specification. Also, the networks admit simple self- 111. 161. generalized hypercube networks 1 13]. cube-
routing of messages and that routing is adaptable to faults, connected cycles 121, leaf-ringed binary tree networks 131.

and De Bruijn graph networks 161.[10J.[14] as seen from
Index Terms - Algorithmic routing, circuit switching, con- Table I.

nectivity, diameter of graphs, fault-tolerant communication net-
work, multiple bus network, multiprocessor networks, packet In general. the proposed networks possess the following
switching, regular graphs, regular networks, shared-bus fault attractive features.
tolerance, shuffle-exchange graph. I ) Compared to other networks, the proposed networks

possess certain advantages in terms of their number of con-
1. INTRODUCTION nections per node. Specifically, networks such as the binary

D ECENT developments in technology have made it pos- cube require that the number of connections per node in-

Iisible to interconnect a large number of computing ele- creases with the number of nodes (whereas cube-connected

ments in order to form an integrated system. Various network cycles and binary tree networks use nodes that only havethree connections per node). On the other hand, the proposed
architectures have been proposed that are suitable for both tr oetns r noe. Onre ohe han e proosmultproessrs ad V~i ystes [11-81. 11 -I 41.network of any arbitrarily large size can be built using nodes
multiprocessors and VLSI systems 111-1811111-1141, with any specified number of connections per node. For ex-

Th1191-1271. ample, given nodes with 5 connections per node, one can
The likelihood increases of one or more elements build a network of 256 nodes r = 4. = 4) or 1024 nodes

with the increasing number of elements in the system. Con-
ke. consideration in the design of such systems (r = 4, m= 5). or in general, any arbitrarily large 4' node

sequently. a enetwork.
is their overall reliability and fault tolerance. The fault toler- 2) The internode distances are small. The maximum inter-ance of ah internod disane, are defined Thn vaximum inter-eance of a system can be defined in various ways. One mea- node distances are proportional to only the logarithm of the
sure that possesses relevance to a system which consists of alare nmbe ofhomgenouseleent isthemaxmum number of nodes-. inversel, to the logarithm (if the number of
large number of homogeneous elements is the maximum connections per node.
number of elements which can become faulty without discon-
necting the system. That is. the assumption is made that the 3 More importantly, the networks are capable of maximalStior near-maximal fault tolerance.

- system can perform in a degraded mode \ ith loss of one or
more components. as long as the system is full\ connected. 4 l)cgradation that is due to an increase in the routing
Also, more importantly. each element can still be capable of ditances and comn.unication overhead resulting from faults
communicating with all of the other elements in the system

the network to degrade proportionately to the number of
wkith ease, in spite of the faults. In the context of commu- faults.
nication delays, the performance degradation that is due to 5 Also of interes s thc tact that the network admits
faults may be measured in terms of the increase in path s l o of meses. bth wh the ne ork at

lengths. and the associated increase in the routing overhead. oun rf to ta al free
So. it is not only important that the s stem remain fully as wcll as when it is lault\ Self-routing refers to that abiit\
connected. but a.so that the nodes he able to communicte to route messages, from node to node b\ using informationsuch as destination address tag bits contained within the mes-

Manuscript rcceied June 24. 19X2. rc. i,cd Dcei.her 2S I'X1 and sage and where intermediate nodes pertorm no additional
Augu'i 2. 19X4 "This v,,rk ,as,,upp~rncd h c\Ar t, ,rC i()ltic. "I S1. cnt , computation for routing 'his is possibl if the routine path
Research inder t6ran ,\f)SR X4. iS2 ps

The auihir i, -ih the )cpamnen ,it FIctrial to ( mpiulcr I ninccritri Cal be determined allgorithnl2all. w ithout tine rontug
('niserit of iMassathuctl. \omihcrs. .1 Oili)i tables and directories
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TABLE I
DifF-.RiN1 IN ERCONNF(TIoN NFT\N ORKS

Number of
connections Routing -ault4

Network Number of nodes node distance tolerance

Leat-ringed

hinars tree 2- Ii 3 2m I2m 2

Cube-connected
cscles 332 3 m 2 22

Bmnar% Cube 2" f in i - I1 A (C)
G eneralized - 1,
hsberube M I 1 - 11 C

DeBruiln 1
nets.ork r 21 m (21. 3)

r 2 - -(r- (r -

network r' ror(r-tI2mn-[ I r-t)orr 3

The next section presents the proposed network. Following
this. Section III and Section IV develop the fault tolerance of
the networks.

II. PROPOsED NETWORK n
First. given a graph structure one can formulate a link BAl()

network and a bus network based on the graph structure as Fig. t. Link and bus architecture.

described below. Let G = (VE) be an undirected graph
where V is a set of n vertices represented as 0 through (n - I). work may have certain advantages over the conventional

%: '  The set E represents the edges denoted as (ij) where i andj shared multiple-bus design when there are large numbers of
are two neighboring nodes connected by (ij) in G. Let LA and processing elements to be connected. Also. it may be noted
BA be defined as two mappings of G into a link network and that one of the advantages of a BA(G) network over LAIG)
a bus network, as described below, network is that it can be easily extended by adding more PE',

Let LA(G) = (PE, C \,here PE is a set of processing ele- to buses as required and there are well developed bus proto-
ments, represented as PEO), PI ).- . PE(n - I), which cols available.
corresponds to the set of vertices in G. Let C be the set of This alternate multiprocessor multibus architecture can be
bidirectional communication links. There is a commu- quite attractive where
nication link Ci.j) in C which connects PE(i) with PE(j) iff 1) a processor may not have the hardware capabilities
Gij) F E. to allow its attachment to more than a certain number of

Let BA(G) = (B. PE) \,here B represents a set of buses buses, and
defined as BUS(O. BUS( I ). •. BUSIn - I ). correspond- 2) for reasons of reliability, the buses may be in physically
ing to n vertices. The set PE represents the set of processing different locations: hence, a processor may not be located next
elements defined as PE(i.j) F PE iff (i.j) F E. The process- to every bus.
ing element PE(i.j) is connected to buses BUSi) and BUS j) Various relationships between G and the corresponding
as shown in Fig. I. Thus. the link architecture is obtained LA(G) and BA(G) are described in Table II. In describing the
b% using the interpretation that vertices denote processing FG networks belows first the underlying graph structure FG is
elements and edges denote communication links. On the defined.
other hand. the bus architecture is obtained by using the FG Network [X'.1 i,i. The number of nodes in the graphs

,, interpretation that buses are shown as vertices and computing defined below is assumed to be equal to r'". As seen later, the
elements as edges in the graph. Thus. the number of process- chosen values of r and in \A ill determine the number of con-
ing elements in BA(G) is equal to the number of edges in G. nections per PE tor Bt'SL. the routing distance between PE's.
Each processing element is connected to two buses and each and the degree of fault tolerance.
bus is connected to a subset of the processing elements. iThe Here, the nodes arc assumed to be numbered 01 through
number of processing elements connected to BL'S is equal In - I Each node t has an m-tuple representation in radix-r
to the degree of node t in G.) This differs from the con- this , ill be denoted as It. . i .i ,I.
ventional multiple-bus design v here all processing elements (i en t./. i) - .i i n - I 1. the folov ing defines cer-
are connected to all buses. Since each bus is connected to a tain relationships denoted as v and h
subset of processing elements, an inter-PE- transfer ma. re- Iere it Is assund Ihat I u..... . and
quire several interbus transfers. I ... . . I In radix-i

HosAever. if bus load is equated to the number of con- let i1, I / for all p. 1) p - i - 2 and
nections per bus. then the B..W(i netxkork has a much smaller I_ I hus,. / Is an cnd-around shift of i
bus load %hen compared to an equ alcnt lCsN'n '.hich use,, Let I I I . if / for all v. I v (In I I
conventional shared hose, Ihcrcftrc. a 1 I; t' pc bt\ net I ,I the nAappnw, , and I OtC,0pond to shullc and
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TABLE 11
('I Ri\i 51 L Li\ kS it N( is m rSii, fN BA Ni rSORKS \%I) LA(G I NvIzAORKS

Equiisalence in
L.()link network BA (G Ibus net \kork

Number kit processors Number of buses
Number of links Numiber of piocessors
Number ot connections processors Number of connections bus
Interprocessor transfer Interbus transfer
Nunibecr ot processor-processor Number of bus-bus
transfers in a mnessage path transfers in a message path

Processor tault Bus fault
Link fault Processor fault

FiL. 2. FG 4. 2)netwkork.

exchange mappings. respectivel, 181 191. 11811
S Thus. i = /I( j) implies j = 110iI. i and j differ onl%. in the

last digit.
These graphs are constructed using a two-step approach.

First. a skeletal graph SG is constructed, which is then aug- I 17 Ii 1 2 3 9
mened to obtain the fauli-iolerant graph FG.

The skeletal graph denoted as SG (r. in) is obtained by con-L
necting e% ery, pair of nodes i andj that satisf-, the relationship
i= ij Ior i = h(/I Fig. 3. FGI2.4i net~kork.

In the followking. let k = (r - Il/Or I I. Thus. k
I. I. .--- I) in radzx-r. additional link 1k -q. q).

KGr. i Design. in =2:- FG(2. 4) graph is illustrated in Fig. 3.
r =even.- Construct an SG (r. 2) graph for the specific r 1 3:- Construct an SG It. in) graph for the given r. in.

r: then augment the graph by, adding r/'2 links. defined as Add r links. as defined below: (0. k I. Ck. 2k
(0.k I. (2k. 3kC ((r - 2)k. Cr- Il)k).(l 2)k. Cr- - I)k ), C(r - I)k. 0). lfmn = even. add addi-

Fic,. 2 illustrates an f'GC4. 2) netkkork. tio0nal Cr-. - r)/2 links defined by the following expression
I r odd: Construct an SG Cr, 21 era ph for the for all a. 1, at 1 and 0() . . b '-( 1

Specific r: then augment it h,, adding an extra node it %khich
ts then connected to nodes C). k. 2k. - . Cr I Ik by adding Carq hq. 0r-- alrq +It - I - /))qC
r additional links: (in t. it. k I. (it. Cr -I )k I.'Fe4ilutas G33)gph

(The resulting graph k% hen r =odd has Cit - I nodes. Fc lutae G3 1gahZ. The following basic properties of K; Cr. in i ncts% orks, canThis cxtra node can be used as at Spare and as showkn later, is beaslprvn
useful for routing %A hen faults occur in the systemn. I hc aiypvn. r n , tr,,lrnt r fdge

FGr it) IDe.si ~', in - . 2.

( r "-I I ir Ii for ti een. Thteore'm 2: FG I r. in) is a regular net sk ork oft decree

Ir I ICIr I-I o lin odd. Ir Iitr ~3and in .- 3.
iTheore'm F:(Hi2. i. it - 3. In t even arc recular net-

Thus, in radix r. wkorks of degree 3. For in zv odd, all nodes are of decree .3
It). 1 . I. . fCoI r in -even except noides q and Ck - (1). k~hich have degree :N

II C. ( .I I C I tq in Odd Thus . the L~ I and ).l - netsxorks dens ed f rotnt H-
%ill hase the Iiilloss ingceharactersttcs, Iach P[Et I AII G

-wr 2:- Construct an Vl1 2.mji crah r the g!iven Fin. kill ha,,e the Same number oif links, connected to it -cithei

then add links: ((C. ACI. C A. A i. n i.IlI-or odd in add an - or I,- ICI. Analogously. each bus, tnt B.-li 0- 1 \% Ill he c~on-

It iriaS Is noicd thait there anni c il~s IC L ' IC-iII.1I r.il)Clit ) I C nected Co the sameI 1Lnmber (it I'[-*, either i- or it I I
r'nqiies sinLk r 11dd [h-intri Mii 111,1 I iddw~lJ'I,I C I hill. C rulI the point 1\i c\% (e i t 1 0) ports amnd Iter-



- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~Fg- -G A. a ine hp ot ttes ah ilhtetesmenm

-~ - of hops On the other hand. gi,,en a PF-io-PEI path in
BA if ( ".4 i. there is an equio aient link ito the link path in
LAIR' i Belt)% the routing in these netooorks is desc.rihed
in the context ot the link net~ork IAf~ H; rhe tormula-
tion beloA can be adapted tot the bus arc hitecture B 41 f 6
as tokell

Consider the foIloos ing path I romn the source PFi i to the
x.. .- destination PEIiti Let . and

el I.......d J. i in radix-r

Fit 5 Routing on bus archit ueu I,.

connections. these networks can be considered reguiar. The --. .15

similarities and differences are noted that exist between the s. . .I.

* ~link nem~ork and the bus network. are described in Table 11I.. ,

The follw~inge shos~s that a path alka~s exists of leng'th.
A most (2ion I I. given any pair ot nodes in f'( .iM)
neto~kork%.

First, it ma% be noted that in the link architecture L.A(; 1. ~1.I
transmitting data from one PE ito another Ph ma,, require one id- ..

or more hops through other Ph \, in the path. Sirmlarloo. in the I (/..
bus architectures BA.JF 6 . direct transfer is, possible oln
,Ahen both ol the processing elements, are connected to the fhe abo~c path %kill be hcrL'%k ith dlenoted a t' p d 1 1 h i
samec bus. i.e. . P;i t. i can transfer to Ph u . to) it x~ - it or is, used be IoA to formiulate a s iple miesaige ro utlins: pt. %. c

I, or it it or v'. In other cases, a transfer wkould require one dlUre that routes the niessage fr ni node t ode us(c iinei mn % the Al

or more interbus transfer through the connecting PE'Is. 1Io~i - destindtion Address tilornhltll

eo er. the difflerence bet~ een the bus architecture and the link A message roluting Aleotithiii suitablitt 1, i I , *ii "i

architecture. insolar as formulating a routing path bem~een a described here It is, assunied that ejub n~cisc arr ics Pp taC!

sourc.e and a destination PE- is concerned. is that in the bus bits, These in bits denoitda I a re nit ili ied at thesu.
architecture arious choices exist depending ion the osarious PE. equal tol d the destinatioln address a, shimsn in F ic '.i i1
cotnbinations of' the source and destination buses. For ex- and b i The destination address d is Aso1 arICl b% the'
ample. gioven Plhu. % I as the source and PE~u. to as the des- message separatelo,

tination. PHi v,% can initiate the transmission on bus litr Although the rtouting: alvvisthns x is en loh mc 1t i

%and PMot. WI can receivoe It fromt bus it or to as illustrated LA4 H; f ncto lorks. theo an be Used tot the bus net s" r'

in Fig. 5. BAi If a s %%ell ooioith somife ittIditiIotitin [ .kh P1- I II T) .

Howsever. topologically. there are certain equivalences be- I.-4l (f (~ 'I corresponds toI a node i n H, aI.nd % ie %t'as A-\i

tween paths in LAJ G I and Bfl ' IG. Gjiven a Ph-to-F'L- path eooero path fromn PhI iito N1-i \i in I ifb to i has i 'OltesPllid

in the link architecture, there is an equivalent 13'S-to- Bt'S Ing path ftromi node iito in [6 i~ nd itc e rsa I hct,:tllt:



In considering the fault tolerance of'LA4FG Iand BA4FG I.
- ''the f'ollowling maN be noted regarding the effects of Narious

fault,, from the point of s iew of communication and routing.
as described in Table If. The ef'fect of a faults PE in the link
architecture i% equisalent to the efftect of a faulti, BUS in theK> corresponding bus architecture. Similarly, a faulItN PE in the
hus architecture has an equisalent efftect on the routing. as a

~ ,-~,-s~ aultN link in the link architecture. The f'ollowking discusses
__________________________________fault tolerance in the context of- Ink architecture and this can

t airlit eastil, be extended to bus architecture.
PriniarilN. node failures arc considered here since the ef'-

\t > jI t-riij it \issc our~c riodc shilling the fect of a link failure can be no %%orse than a node f'ailure. (rhe
1kllit III& path% affected b% a link failure are a subset of- the paths

affected bN the failure of one of- the nodes connected bN the

A I the pths ind riutincL a,. ti in tor L.-1'i- f G il h1e described link Therefore, the routing and detour techniques can be
!he rapk( [h revia ndr vf te sct on illuse adapted to link failures CasiIsN

n~dci I, dcwicPFI IThe fault tolerance oft a regular network of degree h can
ktk heni .r ilesaice arri.eCs At 1ldc k thc lollk)wAIng steps arc be.- at most, equal to (1 - I ) This is, because ans node can
I. uteJId to kicitrnine the nicst node in the path Here. it,~ be disconnected fromt the network bN remno% ing h

den. tes the least qsi-iiint hit )I the hinar\ number it nodes (links) that are connected to it. Accordingl\. we wkill
Si. 1 .1. then the. tiessage has rea :hed the desti - c~all a regular network an optimal f-ault-tolerant network if' its

tna t tiind .Rete ( )therw Isc. the niessagc is fomwarded fault tolerance is, equal to 1h - 1 f. the maximum possible.
i a netiti,_hr Ia I, h\siviL the 11llo" ing step%. Later. FG 2. m) networIs are show&n to be optimall\ f'ault

it", , t Ili re It the least sie~niticant hit kit t I it, tolerant lrn = esen)

tIcI caIdm ne it ft 1 1I thes are eqUal, then P, to Step A. [he case of simdc faults, is considered separateli, first. An
-k. c .iard thc vi'aeto the nciiehhor ot k. :iscn as algorithm is, deseloped belowl that routes, mnessages f*romn one

* n hi.~t~node to another, in spite of* an\ single fault% node or fink.
5:,p i tic tal: tieid I let t h% mti hit as sh(,wA in (i sn a binar% number %. let the weI of i, (n-Hvoi

'Ik (I \ . k~ 'I I Ithen -,,t il Step _. represent the numiher of I's in it

I s~ , s ~a~cIifi i cf'ih. ii o t i21\ cn a-s -cmril I -\"% node \III fth path /I" O i saisfiles 11-C

Ip h flat \ relat onship gis en beomw
I i. A ~2:\.Tilic litistr,ites the Ihl'\e roILiWIL steps For a r i.

. tIIIII I i t ii. if i 0 f
*' S i l 1hc i) 10 [( 1- 2 -14 nti vwrk Let

Il:k l sin taihi dcs,rihc, the path tilII I iol it i

V i '~p;,i ',1: ai , tcrii 11iIdes Pr,, tConsidecr an% two( L-onseeut'e nodes i and , tin

Ilthe path I. (I * Ii let if vIl.. . .. . . . It I ad '

if I II l I till I Ii il 1 1i j I li i lli I a' a i hinar\ . arid let i prekcde I in the patIh

!i/ V I Il I i i I I ii I(f im I he follow~ in,- relaitinship hei ccvi i arid i titli.st he sat is-

C ' ' I , il 11411 11m ledl I is ohati.d fritt it hs\ an erid-frUil shift atl it if the
1cit iiimrit hit of vI is (i, o~r h\ 1.0iiiplIent1iigIL the least

I' -. . ri . h p- i c fi. iesac, sIimltk lrt hit ,I it if the leaist sic'tiitieant hit kit it is I I lims.

I' Ic 0 )"I :i r I Ilk ri lfit L! OIi tiii T ''h I I , ini Ia ,aili t c el tfia numthct ilt I 's Ii i

I r 1'i 11 l I't ' nI ko l I LittieiiilfftL it if tfi1'II the nuithcr of I 's Ii I is less

I , Ii ' k .' , III I''ki kffl III 
5

ti. iifls, pi ,t i t Iu . ;I I I satistics

Iit

I f - -IL d

1, 1. C * *
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servations and is useful for routing messages when a node which describes the following path from s to d:

becomes faulty. This also establishes an upper bound on the s pt(s.n - It ) (n - I ""pt(n - Id)

maximum path length. in the presence of a fault. The algo- -- i.
rithm given is shown to be easily implementable. This can be implemented as follows. The source s may

Letf denote the faulty PE. PE(f). initialize the tagfield T equal to (n - I ). This will route the

Let s denote the source PE, PEs). message to the intermediate destination node (n - I). The

Let d denote the destination PE. PE(d). node (n - I). upon recognizing that the destination address
Routing with a Faultx PE: The following describes differ- d is not equal to (n - 1), will replace T by d and then

ent paths from s to d in FG which correspond to different forward the message to the final destination d.

cases off Next, we consider the case of double faults in FG(2. m)

a) wt(f) > wt(s) and wtf) > wt(d). networks m -> 3. In Appendix A. a technique is exhibited

that can route a message from a source node s to a destination
s -- ""pt(sO " - 0- "pt(O.d)" node d. despite two faulty nodes. The following theorem is

b) wt(f) < wi(s) and rt() < itid). a direct consequence of this.
Theorem 5: In the presence of any two faults, a message

s pts, n - 1) - I can be routed from any node s to any node d in FG(2. mt).
• pt(n - Id") ---- d. using at most (4m + 2) hops.

Thus, a second fault may cause a small increase in the path
c) wt)~f') > wtlsI and wtq f) < wttd!, length: (4m + 2) versus (4m - I).

s -- """pt( s. O -" " - 0 -  1 n - --

" pt(n - l .d) - d. IV. FAULT TOLERANCE OF FG(r. m) NETWORKS

d) i-t(f) < i/) and t 0 > oivc). This section considers FG(r, m) networks for all r. m a 3.
Techniques are first formulated that construct detours around

s- pts, -- ) t - -I, the faulty nodes. These detour techniques are applicable

0 ptMo, 1) • -, d. when the number of faults does not exceed (r - I /2. Fol-
lowing this, it is shown that these networks in general can

e) tit) =f wt(s) and wt of) > wt(d ). also tolerate a much larger number of faults by showing how

to construct paths from s to d when the number of faults is

If path as a) equal to (r - I).
10 path as d) . The detour techniques show n below possess certain attrac-

tive features. These detours perform local alterations of paths
which connect the two nodes that are adjacent to the faulty

If I path as c' node(s). Hence, the faults can be made transparent to the

path as b) . global routing strategy. Other important aspect,, of these
detours include the fact that they are of constant length. in-

) ot( f = wt(d) and ItI I > wtrc), dependent of m, thus, the si/c of the netw ork. Furthermore.

I path as a) increases in path length that are due to the use of detours

If d,' = become directlN proportional to the number of faults: thus. I
It) path as c g raceful deradation is made possible.

h) u t(I = wt d) and wit f) < wt( s). Definition: Let F I '-I ...... } represent the set oft

faulty nodes.
I path as d Dctinitin: Let the oi-tuple ,. 1 1 , .. . !. ,I repre-

If d , 10 path as bsnt the fault\ node I in radi\-r

De'finition: L.et c be a rjdi\-r digit that does not belong to

ii wilt) wth) = wtld). the set I
0. di, = 0 path as fi , .1... .1 r 1 I

0. d I 1 path a,, d! Thus, c is a diitit that does ,,,t appear clthict ii the least- t I

1 ) path as c in the most-signiticant position ot an1\ tt the fault) todes1v . I1 1 path as ,aI Since 2t r. there A w a s c ists sUCh an Ihs In\ node

that has c in the least or ill the most slwnitik ant position

[he tollow ing Theorem is an immediate LonCquence of cannot he fault\. Ihis "ill be qUite useful later

the aboxc routing steps. Here. in constructincv these detours, it wi ll he a,1,umed that

[hcorci .4 In the prc,enk:c ,I ans slinele fauhi. a miessi.C i1. v. and it are three unse tit\ e tnodes in the path ittm k to

,an he routed fron an, node to in%, other node U1sl11 at most d The node r iS assume1Cd 1t he %t ith u and it hei11 tault

i4en - I) hops tree. ]he detour theretore co ,nct'ts u \% ith i , thoult pas"i

The earlicr desc -ihed routimn prok:cdurc i cas il, adaptable through an, o the taulht nodes in f. in.ludiln r I I he casC

"hen the nct\ork he'.orie- IiiiJlt, s\ ill 'As ' an e mplC. ;Islulle k,% hen tw\o or more ,otsecii t\ c nod
t e lre i, \ tau lts I.c 

" treated

node (I is the tault,, n-dc I hi- %kill o11,rres,,ptld t +a,,C ) b. ), su'i,"'I'e applal .ltio ', to l the cie'n tl.ehlh n'k"
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First, it may be seen that there are, altogether, three pos- TABLE lIt
sible distinct relationships between u, v, and w in the type of FAULT-TOLERANT PROPERTIES OF FGr,m NETAORKS

path discussed earlier in the section. (This follows from the Fault Routing
observation that if v is an h-neighbor of u. then w cannot also tolerance Distance

be an h-neighbor of v.) These relationships are described in r m I with t faults

the following: 2 m I (4m - 1)

2 (4m + 2)
RI: v = h(u) and w = g(v) r > 3 2 (r - I 12

r > 3 m 2 3 t (r - 1),/2 (2m - I + Iltl)
R2: v = g(u and w = h(v) r > (r - 11/2 (6m - 3)

R3: v = g(u) and w = g(v).

The following constructs detours that correspond to the As in Case R I, the detour shown above is of length 7, and

above three cases. The detailed construction is described in thus the path length will increase by at most 5.

Appendix B. Case R3: u - v = g(u) ---* w= g(v). This corresponds

Case RI: Here, the original path contains the following to the following segment:

sequence of nodes represented in radix-r as (u, • .......... U u. uo)

14 = II, - . ....... . u ) faulty: U = (u,,- 2. •.. ... , uu .1, _ 1

faulty: v = (u ,, .. ... .. I ) . C * U( = (U,... . .u. u , ,u- )

= , . One can construct a detour from u to w, as illustrated in the
following:

The following describes construction of an alternate path
from 14 to w that does not pass through any of the nodes in u = (u.. .........
fault set F (which includes the faulty node v): (u,.11,........ 10. u,..r x and Y determined as

t = 1u, 1, ....... •t I, u( per Appendix B

(14,,, • u• • ,, I x as determined per(u,......... ux. vC
Appendix B (u, .......... . . ."

(u,,, .... ..... u[.x x,,e ))

(e,u, .. .. . u1_0 e as defined earlier (u, I........ ul.x.y. e) e defined earlier

ie. .,,•....., ul. c) (e. u, , ... . .u .x. 'y0

04 . ... IUI, c. e) (e, u,,, ..•.. . .. , e)

VW = (U,, ''' , It I.C U,,U I). (e.e.u.,. ".. . ul.x)
(~~e. e. u1, ,.• .. . u Il. tilC

The above detour is of length 7. and hence will result in 
a

net increase of 5 in the path length. (e. 1 ........ ,,. e)
Case R2: u- v = glu) ---,w = h(v). This corresponds (e,u,. .. .... , tu,. C)

to the following path segment: Cu, ...... . u,,. U,,,

ttU = (,, ..."...... . t I. U,,) Vt III (lU ." 1"-b It.,, , U,, _

faulty: u = Cu,, .", u,. u0, , The above detour is of length 13: thus, it will result in a net

w = Cu,. , •..... I, ,,, c) c - 4 . increase of II in the path length.
The above corresponds to the worst case increase in the

The following constructs an alternate path from 14 to w. path length. It may be noted that when two or more con-
secitive nodes are faulty, the above techniques can be ap-

14 CU, I . ...... U1, u,,) plied iteratively, to construct a detour around the faulty
"u, 1. uX X determined as per nodes. As an example. consider the following path segment:

Appendix B u-. v= h(u)--, w = g(v)--: = g(w).Cui,,,, •' • • .Ix. II,, C

W .. . d d eAssume here that both the nodes v and w are faulty. Thus.
one needs to construct a detour from It to z. This can be

Ie. t, , . , Iu. constructed in tw o steps: first, by using Case RI . one can

C e. 14, • • . III. u,,) construct a detour of length 6 from U4 to (u,,, " • , . , c. C).
. ....... 1.t.,,'eNext, by applying Case R2. one can construct a detour of

length II from (Ii, , , ,II, C. to = (u, ". - .I, C.

C I u . .. ... ,. I (C1.,, .14 ,, i1., C. Thus, the total detour length will be 17 for
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both the faulty nodes together. The following theorem is a for each path,
direct consequence of these above discussions. Path I is disjoint %kith paths 2 through ir - I ) since it x k

Theorem 6: A message can be routed from one node to and w t Y.
another using at most (2mn - I + lIt) hops with t faults Thus. it remains to be shown that there exists one addi-
where t - (r - I)/2. tional path from A to v'k that is disjoint from the above

The following Lhibits the complete fault tolerance of (r - I) paths. The following constructs such a path. denoted
FG(r.m) networks for all r, in. r - 3 in - 2. It is shown that as path-r forr = even and r = odd. separately.

*in spite of any (r - 1) faults, the network remains fully r = even: First, it may be noted that as per the con-
connected and the messages can still be routed eaily from struction procedure, nodes k and vk are directls connected
node to node. to some nodes uk and vk, (in R,). respectively

Definition: Let N denote the set of all n nodes in i) Let u = v (thus. t, = x). Hence, A and vk are con-
FG(r. in). nected by the link (xk. vk ). Path r: xk -- vk.

Definition: Let R, denote the set of r nodes. Ok. 2k. ii) Let u * v' (thus. v # x). Hence. A and vk are
3k. .(r - Ii. not connected. Path r: it., _v (i , u i - (i . V)

Definition: Let N - R, denote the set of (n - r) nodes (V, ) (Y - t).

consisting of all nodes other than those appearing in the set This above path is disjoint from the paths I through v - I )
R,. shown above since . -- u and v t- .

Fault Tolerance of FG(r. mi. in = 2. Networks: Since r = odd: path r: xk -n - k.
' = 2. any node i in the network can be represented in This path passes through node n which has not been used
radix-r as (it. i,,. Now. consider the following r paths from in any of the above paths.

10 s to the nodes in R,: Since FG(r. 2) networks are of degree r. the olwing
Vtheorem is a direct consequence of the above discussions.

to 0: s = (s s)- (,0) -- (0. s) -- (0.0) 0 Theorem 7: FG(r. 2) nctorks are optimall. fault tolerant.
s to k: s = (s..s,) (si. 1 1. ,l) - (1, = k and failure of any (r - 1I components is tolerated.

s_ EamnpEh 2: Consider the nctwkork shown in Fig. 2. !lere
tk sr = 4. Hence, the netAork is 3-fault-tolerant. Let the nodes

0. 5. and 7 be faulty.
Given these nodes as faulty, one can construct the ftollo -

x to Vr - I )k. s = (s1. s,,) -s .,. r - I) ing path from any s to d. \A hich \&ill be fault trec:

(r - I.s) (r - lr - I) I Si (, 2 2.) , 2 2)
: . , = ( r - I )k , 2 l - ( d .2_ i - J

These above paths can be seen to. be disjoint from the

following observation. Thus. gi\en = 4 and d Is. one has the following

Assume that there exists a node in the path from s to ik that path:

also belongs to the path from s tojk wAhere i * j. This would 4- 6 u- It - 14 - 15
pep, ., imply either that (.s i) = (j. st), or that (s. .i = U. ,%). So.

one hass = i = j. a contradiction. Fault lthran c of l"(;r. n) .Nertork.s. in 3 The ol-
It may therefore be deduced that there always exists a node loiking definitions and lemmas wsill be useful in constructing

A for which the path s to xk is fault free. in spite of any the paths.
IL r - I ) faults. Definition I.et it repre,,cnt the nuti mber of occurrence,

Similarly, it can also be asserted that there alwkays exists a of i in radix-r representation of t.
node tk for which the path yk tod is fault free. in spite of any For example. if I .1.2. 1 in radi\-r, it.ll t I.
(r - 1) faults. So. in order to establish that the fault toler- w (() - . t,(X I. and it 1( )
ance of the network is (r - I ). it will be sufficient to shoA Lemina 3:1 t vi I t t I ). for 0nt ) I -- It .
that there always exist r disjoint paths between any xk and JA. then vv.
The follow ing shows techniques to construct such r paths l.et pt.t) represent the path from / to . as defined in
from xk to vk. Section II.

IThe paths are showsn here using radix-r representation. The path pt(1. I denotes a path ot length at niost 2mii II

Thus. xk = (x. x) and ,k . v) in radix-r. ) l.cmma 4: (i\ len an\ node %. x t 1. in pit \. 4i i. 4, t R.
First. consider the followsing set of Ir - II paths denoted the flolhos ing relationship holds:

as path I-path r - I). tl'tkI If
path-I: Ii .x -- I. -- ., ) - I V. I.
path-2-path t - I Let i ii. 1 . - - II and Wt Ii - lt I I it

.' w ,- x. \. There are exactly r -2) distinct Nalues of iw and
these define the following 0- 2) paths:

.e... WImma 5. lvo paths pit \. i1 and pit A. I are node dit-
joint if '

I'hese Ir - ) paths shos n above are all disiolnt Paths 2 Proof, I.et x f pt(\. , 4i and f pt \. ik i denote an\ it \

through Ir - 21 are di'.1oint because of the valu Of '. . distnct nodes in path, pth,. , I and pt,. ;A I. repecti, el\
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Case): Let so = i. path-I: xk - (x + l)k---* (y - l)k - vk
Thus. one has, from Lemma 4, wt,( y) > wt(s), but path-2: xk - (x - Hk (Y + I k - Yk

wt,(x) - wt,(s). Hence, x # Y.
Case 11: Let so = j. path-3 through r: for all w. 0 -S w. - (r - I) and
Similar to Case I. w * x and v t %-
Case III: Let s,) * i and s) 4- j. Here, wt,(x) > wt,(s),

and wt,( v) < wt,(s). Thus, wt,(x) :0 wt,(y), and hence consider the following (r 2) paths:

X t Y. Q.E.D. xk = (x....... x,x)
The following Lemmas are direct consequences of the

above Lemma. (,.......,w)
Lemma 6: Given any (r - 1) faulty nodes, there exists at (X ...... X, K" x)

least one node xk where xk E Rh, such that the path pt(s. xk (V........ , )
is fault free.

Lemma 7: Given any (r - 1) faulty nodes, there exists at (x. X, wv. )
least one node vk where uk f Rk, such that the path pt( yk, d) (x ... , w., y)
is fault free. (w, . .. ... v)

The following shows it is possible to travel from any s to
any d, in spite of faults in any (r - 1) nodes. This is illus- (y,y .. )

trated by considering the following cases separately. vk v, % .......... .
Case I: All of the faulty nodes belong to the subset R,.
The subset R, contains r nodes. Since the number of faulty Since w * x and w v, there are exactly (r - 2) distinct

nodes does not exceed (r - I). there must be at least one values of w. Each one of these distinct values defines a path
node xk which is fault free. and in this set all of the (r - 2) paths are disjoint since the

Consider the path pt(s, xk). This entire path must be fault value of w for each path is different. Now it may be seen all
- free since all of the intermediate nodes in the path pass of the r paths shown above are disjoint. The intermediate

through nodes in N - R,. nodes in path- I and path-2 have only one digit in their repre-
Similarly. the path pt(xk, d) must also be fault free. Hence, sentation. whereas the intermediate nodes paths 3-r have at

the following path from s to d must be fault free: least two digits in their representation. Therefore, there can-
not be any intermediate nodes that are common to any two of

s pts,.xkh) .--k pt(x. kd) d. the above r paths.

The length of the above path is. at most, equal to The maximum path length here is given as

(2m - I) - (2m - I) = (4m - 2). (2m - I) + (2m - I) + (2m - I) = (6m - 3).Case I!: All of the nodes in the subset R4 are fault free.
In this case. the faulty nodes are thus confined to the subset The following theorem is based on the above observation.N - R. t Theorem 8: Given any FG(r.m) network, there exists aAs per Lemmas 4 and 5. one always has two fault-free path from any node to any other node in spite of (r - I)paths of the type ptsxk) and p yk, d). faults of length at most (6m - 3) and this path can be con-The following constructs a fault-free path from s to d. structed algorithmically.Tfollhow i owstructs th fae path iven inase t ee. i Example 3: Consider the FG(4, 3) network which hasIf x = Y, then follow the path given in Case E" else, if 64 nodes and is of degree 5.

x v , and x - v 7- r/2 or Lets =5andd = 22.
Here, R, = {0,21.42.631. The following illustrates

v < Y" and v - x > r/2 then: Case I and Case Ill.
follow the path given below in ( I ); otherwise. follow the path Case I Let nodes 0. 21, and 42 be faulty. Using the tech-o tnique shown in Case I. one constructs the follow-given in 2, ing path:

pths. rk . .. rk - 5 -- k - pt(5,63)'" 63 - .. pt(63, 22) 22

-- ( %- I)k - . pt( yk. d) d I) which is equal to

V- .. ptl.xk " -- "xk (. v Ik -- "" 5-- 7 - 28 - 31 -- 61 - 63 61 - 55 - 23-- 22.

-. Iv - IHk-- vk -""ptl ykd d "-'d. 12 Case III: Let nodes 0. 21, and 23 be faulty. Using
Here the maximum path length is equal to Case Ill, one has

(4m - 21 - r/2, 5 5,pt5.6 3 ) - 6 3 - 4 2

Case III Nodes in both R, as well as in N - R, are faulty. - •t 4 2 , 22) • 22
As before, there always exist fault-free paths pt(.v, vk ) and which is equal to

pt( yk. d). - 7 28- 31 61 63
The following shows that there exist at h'avt r d sjoint

paths between any rk and k. Consider the following paths: -, 42 41 38 -- 37 22
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Fig. 7 Nodes inQ.

Fig, 8. Detour method] of ainalyzing connecivits

In the above. the fault tolerance of FGtr. tn networks has he to establish that there exist at least V-I independent
been shown to be at least equal to (r - I). By using an detours around every node (connecting every .pair of neigh-
analysis similar to that given for f'G2. m) networks, it can hors) as illustrated in Fig. 8. Such an analysis may be simpler
also be shown that the fault tolerance of 1_Gtr. not netwkorks at it would require a computational complexity of 0(n) for
for m =even is equal to r. and thus is optimally fault toler- bounded degree graphs.
ant. However, it remain,. to he seen whether FGtr.itn net-
works for mn = odd are also optimially fault tolerant. APP[Nmtx A

Let Q represent the set of four nodes tO. k.q.k - q-

V. CONCI ISION These four nodes are interconnected, as showsn in Fig. 7.
Let N - Q represent the set of n - 4 1 nodes %% hich con-

This paper presents certain regular netw~orks \kith optimal si,,t (of all nodes other than the nodes in Q.
(near-optimal) fault tolerance. Various tault-tolerant proper- To begin with, it miay be seen that given any node s~ one
ties of' these networks, are summarized in Table 1I. Further can construct, from .s. three disJoint paths to no;des 0. k. and

Nresearch of interest here is, the VLSI layout 181. as wsell as q, below.
internal testing and self-diagnosis [ 11, 141-161 of these net-
works. The hinars. ['(;2, Prn network can be considered as a -'=~ .....

supergraph of' the'shufflle-exchange graphs, I this is know n I., ..

-e ~to possess efficient VLSI lay'outs, 191. 1 1X!. Also of interest is,
hosw best one can utilize the large degree of fault tolerance (I0 > )

available in these networks for both yield enhancement as Is,, .s,, 0. 1
wsell as for fault toilerance. 0., .. 0)) 1,. 01~. ~t

It may also he noted that the graphs, presented here mas he
ot interest in the context of (d. AtI graphs 14 1. Specificalls . the V.. .. *V. .

Ur-IG (2. tin graphs \4 ith even tn and f G t r. 2) graphs pro\,ide 0. 0. 1..)I.I . 0.
optimum coinnectivit) and smiall diameter for both the origi- ... ~. . . . .~,(v .

nal graph and the subgraph obtained alter deleting taull> 0. 0,t 0 i
nodes 1191,.1201. Other recent wsork in the area 12 11 -1231 also
ha%,e addressed these problems,.

FinallN, it may he added that the detour technique pros ides
a tool for analy /ing the connecti% its 1241 of arhitrar\ graph 10.0)*. 0 M. 10. 1 0t. . 1 0.* . 1 1

One %ksay to establish that thie connecti % it> ot a gis enr graph is ,,
1Is to prose that there exists at least ( disjoint paths heissecit M I ii esn

eser)> pair oft nodes. But this, requires, at computatiloll ofi 0)i
for an ni node graph Ifosseser. ain alternate approach skolt Other ases arc soni at
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In constructing these paths. it is assumed that m - even and i Let r = 3: Thus, one has t = I: therefore, there is
s = i., I (Proof of disjointedness can be readilx derived. ) only one faulty node v. Consider the path

Similar paths can be constructed for other combinations of
( s. .,,) a.,, Aell as when in = odd. Furthermore. it can be seen it , . n, e) - (u,,, " " " e. u,,, .
that there exist three paths from 0, k. and q to any destination
node d where the paths are disjoint. The length of these This path must be fault free because the node (u,,, .

disjoint paths can be seen to be at most equal to 2ni. These I. I,) cannot be the faulty node L, since e - c, the least
observations form the basis for the following path construe- significant digit of v. The other node ( . . Il. C. u,, I)
tion procedure, which constructs paths from s to d. given two also cannot be faulty because then one has
faulty nodes in the network. This is described by considering
various cases which correspond to different distributions of 1I,, I.I. .u,,, ) = V = (u,, I. . Cc).
faulty nodes between Q and N - Q.

Ca.e /: Both the faulty nodes are in N - Q. This would it. turn imply c = e, a contradiction of the
This implies that all the four nodes in Q are fault free. definition of e.

Since there are three disjoint paths from s to nodes in Q. one ii) Let r > 4: Consider the following two subcases.
can reach at least one of the nodes in Q with two fault, nodes the first corresponding to all of the tfaulty nodes that have
in N - Q. Similarly. one can reach d from one of the nodes the same digit in the least significant position: that is.
in Q. Since all of the nodes in Q are fault free, one can reach .1,, = f, =. , = c. the least significant digit of v. The
d from s through Q by using a path of length at most second case corresponds to when the above is not the case.
2m - 2 - 2n = 4m - 2 Ithere exists a path of length 2 a) Let f, = f. . Consider all the h-neighbors
between an, pair of nodes I Fig. 7)1. of . There are altogether (r - I ) of these. No two of these

Caw 1/. Both the faulty nodes are in Q. nodes have the same digit in the least significant position.
In this case, there must exist at least one node: 0. q. or k. Since all of the faul*v nodes have the same digit in the least

through which a path can be constructed from s to d. significant position, only one of these h-neighbors of u can
For example. assume nodes ( and q are faulty. Since the be faulty and this node is v. Thus. the remaining (r - 2)

paths from \ to 0. % to q. and .\ to k are disjoint, one can h-neiehbors must be fault free.
reach k in spite of these tvo faults. Similarly, from k one can Without loss of generality, let us assume these nodes to be
reach d. The total path length here will he equal to 41n.

('av II: Faulti, node,, in both Q and .\' 2. li.. . .,. 14, .'.u,. Ii.
In thi, cac. there is a node in ( and a node in .V - (, both (u,, . . u. r - 3) in radix r.

of wkhich are fault\. Thus. the three remaining nodes in Q_ are
tault tree aid are connected. With a single fault\ node in Considcr the Iollowing Ir -- 2) paths from u to the

-. ine can reach at least two of the three remainig, -l-ti ehhors of these tr - 2) nodes shown above:
tault-trce nodes. Siniilarlk. d can be reached from at least

tw of these three fault-free nodes. Thus. there niust exist one Iault tree At illiost I are tault\
node 1,. ,. or / through w hich an entire fault-trec path froni . ... . h 0 - . . .......

to d c,mn be constructed. Thus,. this path is ot length at most i 0.

.. 2ni i -t i(t.. . . ...... .0 . lit,,..•......... it, I.0t,,

"/ ,'M A iP[ni B

( As Ikl~t ('I()N Il L)t Dtll Rit

Cs( R1. lerc, the original path contains the tollo in li he it 2 nodes show in in the nih-hand side are seen to
sequencc ft node,, represented in radix-r as he ,ll di,,tinctl hcrelore, at least it 2 i lif these arc

St1iult tree -or r - 4. one ha,, Ir - I I There nust
it 1. ......... . .1 I be at least i,'l e path Ill the t~pc it II., " it .i XI

.iUlt\ Ii.. ............ t .u ( I .Ii. . . . t . t.. 1 that is talil liee

Vort 1 . title has I I. theretuie. there I, oll .one nodeii I ........t. .
that I, taiilt\, the niod I.'

f ir[t it vill he sho- ,n that there exist,, a Iu/-lr u path Noi.. corsider the ,ccond case tir vhich all tt the I hlt,

Irmn ,. of the type ,how.xn belo, for ,onic i. lhen, thi, path :ppearing in the leIast-sigunicint posit ion t the tault\ node,,
ill he usCd as part it the detour tronm to vi are nttl distinct Thus. at Most (It I I distinct digit, appear

in the least-siL'gnilicant position ('onsider the (r II

! it............. it, 1 /inrihbii ior,, o1. All uto these nodes hasc distinct digits In
.I , . ...... . i the least-sicniti,,int plItilln So. al most It 2I ltf t ce

1, . .. . . .11. . h-ncine hhb rs caln be fauts\%
('iseqiehntl. there mlUst be at least (I It of these

In order t, proic this, we wi Ill cinsider t o ,cparatC .. I'C- hi.neiehbiirs that must be fault free since iv I -" 2t, As
I irst. wc insdcr the case r 1. and next vlinsllcr t -4 htcire. without loss o ceneralit,,, wc can assumle these

.
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(t + IH neighbors as (u, . . ul,0). (u,,. I .u-, u = (u, ,I . ..... . u, u,,l
( u., ,.. . ul. t) in radix-r. Consider the following faulty: v = (U,.,, .. U. u4,u u,. -)

t+ I) g-neighbors of these nodes, through these nodes:
w' = (u.,,n *" . .. Ui. Uo.II c #=UaI

Fault free At most t are faulty

(U. I .u.0) (u,,,.... ,uO.u,.,) Now, consider the (r - I) h-neighbors ofu. All of these
I, are distinct, and none of these is the faulty node v since this

U (u,,, ' u1. I) (u,,,_-, • ••. u,. I. u,, ) node cannot be both g and h-neighbor simultaneously. Be-

side v, there are (t - ) faulty nodes: thus, at most Ut - )
of the h-neighbors of u can be faulty. This therefore implies

(l,,, .".u1. ) - (u,,, :." ,u t.u, I ). that there are at least (t + I) h-neighbors ofu that are fault
free since r - I =t 2t. So. using arguments similar to those

Since the (t + I nodes in the right-hand side are all dis- given in Case RI (when the least significant digits of faulty
tinct, there can be at most i of these that can be faulty'. Thus, nodes are not distinct), one can assert that there exists a
there must exist at least one path of the type u ,., . "u, fault-free path of the type
u .. r) (u,. .. ... u x. u, ) that is fault free.

Now consider the following path from u to w that uses the u -- (u., , ' u1,x) - (u,.. . u1,x. u,,_ )

fault-free path. as constructed above. Now, consider the following path from u to v that uses the
b) Let f, * fi for some i * j, I ,i, j - i. Here, con- above-described fault-free path:

sider the following two separate subcases. First assume that
the t-digits f,,. f6. • • • .J,, appearing in the least significant U (u,._ I.. ........ U1. Uo)

position of the faulty nodes are all distinct. (u,. I...... .,x)
One always has at least (r - I - t) of the h-neighbors of 1

u which are fault free. Let these fault-free nodes be repre-
sented as (u., ....... , ul, x. e)

(e. u,,, .. '.... u1.x) nodes cannot be faulty, as
(u,, . . 0). (1,, . .141. 1). . e appears in the least- or41 ,' (e. u,,- 2, - .. .,ul, u,,,)

(U4, . . I,. r - 2 - t (U .e) most-significant position.

Now consider the following g-neighbors of these I = W, -.. . U. II. C).

(r - I - t) nodes. These may be represented as
Case R3: u -> v = g(u) - w = g(v). This corresponds

S . I . 0. , 1 I}. (u',,, 2 . . I. u,, 1). to the following segment:
*", "' . (u,,, . .. r - 2 - t.u, ). U = ( ,,... ....... 1 . Uo

Note that these nodes are all distinct and have the same digit faulty: V = (u,_ .... , u, I

in the least-significant position. According to the hypothesis, (u, , W = ( ,1,,, 1 .u,,,
no two faulty nodes have the same digit in the least-

. significant position. Thus, only one of the above nodes can As in Case R2. one can construct a fault-free path of
be faulty the remaining (r - 2 - t of these must be fault the type
tree. For r - 4. one has (r - 2 - t) - I Consequently. in -( _ '
this case one has at least one path of the type shor.n belo% 4 -- (u,,, . .u4.x) -- (u,,. . u1 x.u,,,)

that is fault free Consider the (r - I) h-neighbors of the node
(01,,, . .' ,141.X. u,,, ). None of these nodes has u,.-1  in the

" (,,. ... . . 1 ) --- (U",, . . . 14,, I least-significant position: hence, none of these is the faulty

it (1 ..... ...... .It 1,) fault-free segment node ty. Since there are (t - I ) faulty nodes besides v. at most
(t - I) of these h-neighbors can be faulty. Thus, there must

14.,, ............... ._) constructed as above be at least (It I) of these h-neighbors that are fault

Le4,, ( . •.1x..1,,1. free. Without loss of generality, these nodes can be assumed
14.%. .4. 4 eapasL~ o to be (it, ... . .x ,0), (it,, ' .it,*l I

- . .. ..... ,4,.X, c appears in the least- or
".,, . U most-significant posion: (1,,, • . 4. x. r . Consider the g-neighbors of these nodes.

-,,, hence, the nodes arc fault as shown below:
(c...... . ....... 41. free u0 , ,) . I. l ,, ,

.. 
. . . . . . c 0 

-'.

I H , .•"•.It,. c . It,1),

These it I ) nodes are all distinct: hence. at least one of

(aw' R2 4 -- on- w h(i,). This correspotnds these must be fault free. Let this fault-tree node be n.

to the h11losing path segment: f ( k. . £, t . Thus, a fault-free path ol the type shokn
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input in!~n .,))p, vi -')Rsructz3
testing graph .4;.n -2o!yi'e 1 1 nen i s, a !

-' showqn t-it. tne tetrTgjiIi LL ~
.d dis Cover -it least )n,, ful ij f! -t .. )r .1rI jl

of L -,in iscover A ua> T'>,.nI f lai a 4 N:::E
demn stration tial, eve:'! gr-ap.'. 'Jn)Ft in aj t ns iaI 7q - -

3130P5 ilso anlgorir is ofh'erel. tit finds suc - R:~
loop in the presence of "AU'tS. T r-

L-et IV. VE ) be .i lirap o:l n verltices 4Jitr.,
3"-)g - PI, cons is tin 'I . ve ,t i ce, ; Ir 2,In

cir,-ui- of ansld tnet e~lg.s 2.Yn;rising toi it ,ir' -uil'

4,1 algorjithm is presented! tn-it irdie e ing 1. 1.
g. aD 1, T = '',- E ' ) , with the :ninimnal n a aa, indI.j

Iin IlidezD oni'y -nne oircuit ,

.goritnrn T.FdRME_-( 3,;,): _

v eat ,,I : E' z V i.e., 14 is Ta

-il node3 r, V noit t e iI 'dI; t e- E. Figure 3.1: TFORMER Applied to a 5x 3 End-round Mesh

11 -N is thn) sea )r noleds Ii 'h'

that ,v) I Ian! let 1(v) e~ I .a"l, ~I~p
res'-nig in irbitrajry node, i, f~r whi 'n, v) aI I
V. a>) will De D etr f.
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f 3 n Id-Ies it l e -st twjo adjaci ent non'. ntn :

Let a -anid 0 oe any two idjacent nod -es Jn G I . Let
.,ons St of thow-nd irc2uit including a and

.'=-1 thien L includes 2( o-f: nde. : 1 . t1 I'
isine: ' -1 -1nce I is focrme by "ervii e -gc v-

.-. ,efnon r,; w ni :,, mi3 cnctvity, c, I' r-. ios

...ci iity 1t Is :-,tne .:nectivity of ;'1tns W4: v0-
is -a. 1-not ;wo
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4..tton wi l 1. o:evivedl pertaiining to tne V. CONCLUSIONS
ir: 17er .!Let I'ent tne diamlete" of 3. Let

t''ateTe ri. ttandby "cmos ing Inc no des -inf uro-I o rtg 1'.o utilizing

,: Icer co:1'.Jeg.,s frim *teful I I i '7 )f the 1illowinlI 1.-:ting graphi in
an effort to) irriv-, -- no' fijt ,-e.O
'We estimate that tene isynchro)nots algaritnm 4f' Kuel

?e.'wm :f. -K ,s1 .. then V F' such ir'" Redly ,KuRe3G' will1 provw more e fficaicious thin
77 * .cT taine A loop with mere tnan i r sync hrornoun appra-oo. For async'nr,),nous

environments, 4eC ham'e iscertained th-it noir ipprD-ich

SH' i n's is ppli ;I to 0 11 nomo ge-nos 0:3S y st1ems. Inexch ,ing. fo.r co t bing .>to) Ii a s't-j'
,r ertfor proof. disconnecting f iult, we rd,.e substantially tile

testing overhead cc tui!-d.

A~~ -' l.titi K ' c. W/ Tou We have nlot treated tee d iageosiaS of edge
.3 rtn.- u - pI g t roc,-edure mnay ilways be faults. As in cur attentionr to node faults,

ACog-'ttere are stronrlg er agrtm 3>7'KuPe-i 3 and modified SE.F3

rel ~ ~ e it:sc mee. K, , ind tele existenice Of Ios? reure only test a f ault ne iceed
3 ,~ It is mnani feszt that all edge faults (witniout an

inci'dent no-de fa3ult ) are discovered if f every edge
3,- ,rst . .nlv iround tne in the co9munication graph aippears in at least mre

nl >1i net on direction in the testing graph. Tee implication

U.................O~iS: that atl least, half tee entireteingrpbeud

mm; be on.ico eptaible for some2 systems.- If a
in. *ffi tent I>op fonding ilgo3ritem--evon commtunicatin line icy he tested mere facilely than
.1t~l 11 ")t fi ,j- o ig-.cot loop if iprcessor , our 3iagn t-,ategy mii; te

t rm e rcui ed - ould beiuu'i i'gmetel' by performTing tnc ±dtie llinK* t'sts
ocpar it-dy .

n it ag rt:. formn te sting grape f'rom

For continuall If n-line s5ystemrs , testin-rg i
c,)oducted- perio:di tallyf ant f ltl's gener -illy dort

- Lctc"ageement igorinc s'cur s imultaineously. For tnose systems , test ing
-)n )~~verhead i s reduc-d ?ssentiillyf by jfactor u)f t .

ftF
t
or s~ome systems , it may be -ippropriate to shut

:3 j t'!''n 1owe the system for testing. *Fauits arc more

hei.el; to) ippe-ir to occur simultrnesusly for suc-,
3 ! :,o-nt p re t ing algo:r it nm, -is s y-3tms Th pr)celure we outlinle illows Iwtm

r' 'i n Ilea' to be proportio)nalt tee nombehr of faults test

harve occo1,ircl sin e last tetniestead efC being
-,,. ,yc n '.0 . pi i.gnossis fo r proporti oral t tne numbe r of faiults to)lrat d .

* ~ ~ nm :m .''cSy~t'm ' ip;ly mrtes t S, is Ne t ill rodeo cccl to et - LFN'R n
,syn~ohroeoius env ionm~ntLs the li icoveror of t h "
f mIt i sc.,rncd b Y t he synor 1 om. "is ,.n olwn to b

;rq''''f, r'.- nii iles t in.' 2-: miauly , so teait node _'a-n be taisK0el with' 111n
a.:0 fai-ce . 1tio'o !*.a loo mej d 

t
le loop' ome be igec pon I;

* . . ph ti e F Hy mntne reem'ntilgorithm..I
s 1, throno)u:;ev 4r, orime ntoi' , th discoverer of a- 1'ilt
Id tFI I nR tIO0pe:

e Ao't~ D'ct ilp''.ps Ir s y n -nn ois1 itn new '1 )f teei- f I t . T ne onn~nelv it'y 'th
nxist.etn or, I f f imut , to 7sf gr',ph of' a v-ila IblIe t es 3tsi ui raint tee, 1a t niews ofj

1 x-'tin so nxps-n v e 'ha v us' be eey fa ulIt w il e ventuiall1y be lIss m i nmitel t o m
An r 'm uf '. ye~d tieo V nofu' odles . A0 Inc lus io)n 'f a list .f" n -w.

* f.. Kr f i~ I v ore ; i n fault'y !'. rI's in , 'It AVIroos' -it " boi'mot il I loft,
.t'~rj
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Yield and Performance Enhancement
Through Redundancy in VLSI and WSI
Multiprocessor Systems

ISRAEL KOREN, MEMBER, IEEE. AND DHIRAj K. PRAI)HAN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

%,,t (hal/feogr' has' tbeen hrought to fatil-tolerant (inipiting solution suggest,; improvement of the manufacturing and
,w/ /1055 ior arc htot tore rc'sear( h tie ause of dec eopfywlerit) in ( testing proc esses, to mnir.:mize manufacturing faults How-

r, -( hr,0 t on()re wnir ito area i c/ewtcprnn of d rthi oti'urt''no
t)11 It fI, n*;t#-r r, lnt tinig a large ricimber of pro( esting elements on) ever, this approach is ntonly very costly, but also quite

( ,~rhipi or ttat., To irrportant area, related to swth k~s di ffic ult to implement, with the increasing number of corm-
I iri i'-ot rafr.t areIN the Liu of this paper. Mthe are, fault to/er- ponvints that can be placed on one chip. However, incorpo-
Jmc r-o (Oid 0i mprot errient techniques% rating redundancy for fault tolerance does provide a very

faiilt tornwc. in these 1,SI processor arracs is of real practic rcia olto otelo il rbem hshsbe
jmf t ni t pri isides for rniu h- needed reliabilits impros enent paiclsuiotoheowyldrbemTisasen

flnewrorf, ci tirst lescirihe the ianderhting concepts of fault toter- demonstrated in practice for high-density memory chips
an., at str r) these nultiprocessor %sstr-n Thewe prec epts are and should be extended to other types of VLSI circuits. In
ci'.,d tN t ttie) 1 ir.'.et tertain tec hniques that wcit fiorporate fauilt general, yield may be enhanced because the circuit can be

- I il(.iii rb, t,'~iti nti th deignInthesecondpat o th paer a(( epted, in spite of some manufacturing defects, by means
%r ti, s models that evaluate hot. iel~d enhancement and of restructuring, as opposed to having to discard the faulty
% - mt' l Pro oin s((lnt ni b~e ac hicid In certain fai tlt- tilerant

tri f~icu chip. Achieving reliable operation also becomes increas,-
ingly difficult with the growing number of interconnected

I I'.1Rii W i( ( elements and hence, the increased likelihood that faults
can occur.

The, es\olution of fifth-generation computers, [441 makes it in the design of such fault-tolerant systems, a major
I far that traditional sequential computer architecture will architectural consideration becomes the system interc on-

soon see, a striking departure, overtaken bv newer architec - nec(tion. Consequently, one goal of this work is the study of
*tores, \whic h use, multiple processors as the state of the art. sound fault-tolerant network architectures that can be well

This padrtic olar thrust is, enhanced by developments, in IC utilized in a wide range of VLSI-based systems Also, of
t(- liolo-, 301 ( atig awidnin ga bewee th tv h- importance are the related problems of testing, diagnosis,

ilogci il ails anc es and the arc htec tural capabilities that and rec onfiguration.
wnsini thist' 1 1ll11 VLSI tec hnology has many promising applications, includ-

-W A'arslmc eetrsac a oue ntee Ing the design of special-purpose processors, [7]. for use as
W rw" arc hitectural innovations, especialls' those created bv an interconnected array of processing cells on a single chip,

*nteri onnec ting multiple processing elements; (PEs) One as well as the design of supercomputers that use wafer-scale
pripiirit class of %uch arc hitec tures is VLSI systems that tec hnologv These two factors, in conjunction, possess, the

(t-iimrie t i fre large number of simple, I)i'o( essing cellIs poctential for major innovations in computer arc hitec tori
A ,it Ii i riglf c hi p ir \s afir ( ci erns about fault toleranc I, One pri nt pal aspect of suc-h architec(t ures, is no\& fault
ii i S I ti.i'.ed ssiiSstem from the two kes fac tors, ct toleoancv (an well be incorporated into such ss'stem in-

iIin oir dd .o'eriharii ments, tow& yield is, a prcoilemn (ludd here is the problem of the placement of redundant
ii ri-isirig signifi ancv e s (ir it d ensit- grows ( Ot (I'l' SOi d, to ac hieve the elements of fault tolerance vyieldblia'Giiii"enhanc emnent. testability and rec-onfigurabilts-

-~~~ ,, ow.c pr i I,, AJ -sR ii . .. t r,,i~i 1 P~,4 -x ',.
.......i~ tr-, )f I I- Ir,, il triR. ii-(r , ~.- It F1 1 Tit UAiiANc l IN VLSI ANt) W~St

5,,, 1. i r, -,r.-Iirsd~ii- ~ I. hriii~s i~ii~i Tv.o s t SI based areas, in which Important inniisatiions are,

ii e h,iin Doeti-r-,n it fl. ,, aindf ( inijimhi, 10t to ( cUr are in the wafer-c ale integrated arc hitec
f,- 1 \t,i'si., i,' A,irhrsi M.A '4 Ir sSA lire' and In thfe single-i:hip/multiprocessing element ar -

"I,,



hitectures The former has the potential fit' a Majotr fIOti t''ing, ('""'I) In thie lireseiit of itpiratitoal faults. (,iii

breakthrough with its ability' to realie a ttmpltt' multi il t fri.1t, I'll
prociessing s,,stem on a single water IbiS %%ill ciniiatf' thw H is' 1W)i tkjiiS Ot ta1ilur'S, niadril turing diftet tS arid

expensive Steps required to dice the sa'rinto iridisitfual 01)' r 1titHtF ,lts al ItIJIi(1tti'i Mi t I tI ss aJS it IAt( xItfII

(hips and bond their pddS to external pins Ini idititoli it n I ),tt' Is1 iris testeld tor bitore flitK' (sa' aSS4filtliti
internal (onnections bet%%ven (hips on flii, sanwi ,%atet an', iritt a s\ stirn and theit'tire' tbel, ontritiuti' onl\ to t bi

more reliable and have a smaller propd~gatioin di'la% thanl I ) i it It( Miii osts Oft thi' 1 Io l ntrst. Wauls 0( L ur att'r

external c onnections The latter does makit it p issil( toi 11w I It (si'n1 fas bi'i'r assemibled anid is already opeirat ional
build a high-speed processor on a Single ( hipl di'sned h\ H'roni e. their impa( I is on the system's operation and their
inter( onne( ting a large number of Simple Pbs I hest' art, hi- danagi' mi ght be, Substantial, especially in systems, used for
te (tures already ha\e captured the imagination of si'\eril ( nilit at real-time applitatioris Clearly a method oss tI i

omnpufer roanufac turers and researt hi'rs alike Lost -etolit or handling deets IS not ne essarilv cot-~

As mentioned earlier the mioti\saton for iou orpriratirig i ftc ti\.t' fur handling operational faults and Loise voi~

fault toleran e fredundancs) is tstrtold \wred i'nihan(firniit I in both Is pes ot tailurt's In ts tSI, a repair Oprin i,

arid rehiabil itv improvement Both are at: hies i'd bl h restrul i iripi ssible arnd thelbest one (an do is to soneho\\ avon I
turing the links, so as; to isolate ti' tault\ i'loenrt(s) \ art- tlii' use Ot flte taUlts part IFs ri'strt turirg the( SySfin 1111s
o)us link IFet hoologies art' asaifable no%%~ s fdin h allos\ sot i h rtli eS that iro thel v.ati'r tIi fte ai' 'if d'fit tsl tt( if) Owit

ristru. turablit\, In( luded aniorig fiesi' art, flii last'r-soriit'd as'rihli'd S Sti'rr fin) ti'l (as' of faults) then' are otheir

links %AOS linkS (tristate logi( arnd trarisistitrs tushibi inkS' opirtioial paits shiit ht arn' i'itlir identit al to lOWt faultN

arnd so on istit' or that (art fultill the' Sarmit task, tii 'n o

Ritstru( turing (apability - either stall( or\n rnit Ii Ristrot( tnfirtg an11 i' Isitit iiOfs1,111 n 'iI ,It l WI(stW

tWring Shtold iel performed onil ttr( i'ttir nrinfo~a ttig iltfutj lion tla%%s [)sianit( risInLit tunig 11 ri(lit'Il~ i1hi1rir..i
rr anl unlinitted number of timt's. as rias, ie ritlUirt't fltn riorrial S\Slt tiliration 1.1.110(l taulJat, hin t~st IFi fie,

throughout thie operatiornal life rIstrot turitd out if the Ss.st'ii mxtlitni huniir irittnst'itiiii

flte,sst ot0 taiult tolerant i' Ili %s [Sol arid 't\J sit titit ismiri ,i( Ii a d,,iitim stritts riiigtt ft', ipphihiri tii li~ndl'

faass ha, been the, subpio t of ret( ert stud,fi t g[f jft I s11 Itl is I sI Itti AS fil Ilb Io W I t Use wlri~aliis I\

I-~ HI () 1.'01 [1[l [401J [411J In IbisS' ititll(Italtirls iiri'~ If, 'ssitrfus.ir hut , tiritjn oipi'ntiir tiilt' shili' ukrlsr(rri

si turn's Itist hii'i' propoised that liitft t' tiolt lolr~irit I i liitnt' it' Otililltil ilrtt'rtn,hi tI flitt'lli .inI tiINi

ifti thii art buIt' tori' of prrrMesshin arnas, s i'i Mis tdttjlt ti il , 'I(ii t i (it, tilts

at) *' is aF) iio sedsbjeoc tcoml'tlk hiftririt si (ti's Aiitfir islwt I tiiha it i ' i( oiirr' slii'r isalo
night bct I. otsfffectise in (lifferitt sitUitIiio nt ti( Ififfir rig1 till toh' ris riss, it a isLI tl tids rilt'' t''t filtii I

',%I fir i t's alkiatirig a fault -ttolerant: i' stratt'g% ti ir 11nIt IrI I 11. ,i to ir in i t ss )t lii1 111 l ' i t nt it u! j n

pro t i r fip tis ' tr it s nn s 11a\ to (oi'j, ) -t til 'tm f Or f lidi s it ipro 'sit liS t I OF' to ti mitt mon 'tI i
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processors. The effect of this is to introduce extra stages in
the pipeline thus increasing the latency of the pipeline
without reducing its throughput.

In the above mentioned schemes, one of the underlying

assumptions is that the extra circuitry (e.g.. ,.,it(hing ele-

ments. communication links, or registers) are failure-free

and only processors car fail. How.ever. larger sili(on areas (a)

devoted to those elements increase their sus(eptibilitv to

dlefects or faults; as a result, the above-mentioned assump-
tion might not be v.alid any more.

In VLSI, the sili(on area devoted to a system element

might be more important than its hardware ( omplexit\,

(onequentlv 100-percent utilization of PEs is not ne(ces-

sarilv the major objective, especially it this requires adding

switche,, and/or communication links, which consume

silicon real estate in the new technology, processors wvill h
be the expendable components. as gates were in SSI or

small logic networks in LSI.

This may lustif, different fault-tolerance schemes which

do not attempt to achieve 100-percent utilization of the

fault-free pro(essors when the array is restructured to avoid

the use of faulty ones [181 Su(h schemes, which give up the

use of some fault-free PEs upon restructuring, can be altra(-

tive for operational faults (which are few in number). Here,

the lack of additional hardware (switches or links) allows a

larger number of PEs to fit into the same chip area, thereby

offsetting the penalty of giving up the use of fault-free PEs Fig. 1. Mesh (on-ected arrays

when restru(turing.

The reported research in this area of fault-tolerant archi-

te( ture, although a significant beginning, is limited in the

following aspects:
a) Most of the proposed architectures have been devel- 100 ,0

oped on an ad hoc basis. No well-established criterion or

framework vet exists for the formulation of these arc hitec( -__ 00
l ures

b) As indicated above, redundancy can be used for both

vield enhancement and reliability improvement Re(entlv, 010

development of models to evaluate how can a given re-

dundancy be shared to achieve the best combined improve- 3hurle-excnange irapn

ment of yield and performance has begun [211 but more

extensive work is -till needed. Such models could also be

used to compare and evaluate different architectures 001 0"

() The testability and reconfigurability issues have seen

very limited treatment. Algorithms for testing, diagnosis, 000 01

and reconfiguration need to be developed

'00 ''0

III A TA ( )N0%A FOR uLjtl IPRC)(f rs(R ARt ifiI[( i JRis t' -n ace 3ripn

Broadl, there ar- two types of nter( onn-( tion ar( hite( -

o. tlores that are of interest to LSI pro(o essor array implemen-

tation The first tpe is the nearest neighbor intr(onne(-

- hun whi( h iflndeds various mes(,h intercir-ne(tiiirs. as, 6
illustrated in fig I The sec ond tpe( n we refer to here as 3

ilgf-hrai graph networks which includes networks ,surh as 4

hr nr- ubi-. I obe-connP ted (yleshuffle-ex hanig-
grapih, shitt and-ripla e graph networks arid griiuip graiph 2, -

rifutw()rks fxaniples t the litter ar illustrated i) fig Ii,

thl' mu1sh i iiri lion iiet.%lks. thesi,- adniit i-fti( wof-1i i ( kii
tin oft ( rtain algorithm,, Alsii algihrai( strji t o r f t

oil twu,-s riFtvorks an be 'xpliitfd so ii tii rw,ilhi. i' rio).

tt li ill-, i)itrimni \ Si laoitits :ize 73reot'n 2j? O,9 Cjbe Ne,,Ork

Iii ;iri r ti) ,'-)rVs-'nt oriltelir Idtfsrrnt t\lws, ) f itsoi Fig. 2. Algtrai( graph netswork'
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architectures, using different types of processing nodes PE

(processors with internal switches and processors with ex-
ternal switches) and different types of switches (switches
used for routing and switches used for fault dete tion arid
reconfiguration), we present the following taxonomv Gen-
erally, there are two types of system nodes: nodes capable
of only computation and nodes capable of both computing
and switching for routing. In addition, there are two types
of switches, the conventional switches, capable of only
establishing connections, and fault-detecting vit(hes, P P

those that perform the function of both fault dete(tion and
re(onfiguration. Different types of architetures are delin- cai
eated in fig 3 The advantage, generally, in using external
swit(hes is that the computational space (an he distint
from the ommunication space which, therefore, pro ides r SW

greater flexibilitv for emulation of a variety of (ommuni( a- E i
tion geometries. The disadvantage of external ,,,it(he,. .. ,
though. is that they require additional hardware support
and occupy extra VLSI area.

Different types of architectures are illustrated in Fig 3 sw sw'
First, fig 3(a) illustrates an architecture where the P[/
perform internally all the switching necessary to establish
(onne(tions Fig. 3(b) represents an architecture where all
the (onnections are established by using external ,witches. ,E I
Su h differen(es are best illustrated b\ using the follo,-
Ing 5-tuple representation of networks. Let N = (P. 5. it')

EE.. [, > denote the network, where P represents the
,,et of PEs, S denotes the set of switches, E, denotes the ,,et
of dire(t processor-processor links, E, denotes the set of
dire( t switch-switch links, and F,, , denotes the set of PIE

processor-switch links. Different architectures can be con- ,

venientlv categorized into the following four tvpes, as
shown below, where 0 represents the null set:

Tvpe I:

(P.s = E,,. E, = E,, = ,)

This denotes the type of architecture shown in Fig 3(a).
Here, the array contains only processing nodes with swit( he,,
built in as an integral part of the processor. The mesh
(onne(tions considered in [181 is an example of 141(h an
architecture.

T ype 2 E

This denotes the type of architecture shown in Fig 3(b) , ."

where all of the configuration and communication fun(-
tions are performed by switches that are external to the
processor. The CHIP architecture proposed by Snvder [411 is
an example of this type.

Type3 i
(P, _S. E, E, = E. ,,,

Fig 3(c) delineates such an architecture Here, :n addition - , ' " , )
to the external switches, each processor has an intirnal '-7-'
swit(h which sets up the connections between pro(ie,,,n r,,
The external switches are used to provide the fun( tion (of 7--L-1
fault detection through disagreement detection and ub, ,

,  L_ I O ,, , ,-

quent switching out of the faulty processor. thus dis(on- Oil
necting it from the network id

Type 4 Fig. 3. (a) thli' I a hi h tu, t irf' ,ig it,'rn il ,-t'i, h,, Oil
T\p), ., ,af( lilt,( tkirf, t-m g l'\h r,fl l k\h h, { i l I fi t

(P. S. E,,. F , F, t h l, I, ' ll kl l I m t .,' ilt,
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Thi% denote,, a I pe of ar( hite( tu, "here all of the / ".

differeit tN pes of link,, are use(d All example of ,u( h an y ,-
ar( hite ture i, illustrated i) fig 3(d) Here a linear arras of ___

PE, i, pros, ded " ith external ," it( h t innei, lions \.% h["( h (an
be o(01nfIgUred in four s.sa\s a, show.n In Fig 4(a) The

P E

1,1

VI

Fig. 5. A u-node mesh 5one(ion

PIE PE PE PE'F '

t I : t h

Fig. 4. (. Difteront swt(h (onfigurations, 1)) Linear arra\
and tmiar, tree (onfigurations ( B)gpasing the fault' PE

,witches in such an architecture have a dual purpose. First,
they can be used to provide multiple logical configurations
such as binary tree in addition to the linear array; thus an
al.,)lication that requires both linear array and binary tree

(an use this architecture, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Secondly,
the switches can be used to bypass the faulty elements, as
shown in Fig. 4(c).

As we can see, these different categorizations encompass PE

all of the different possible architectures that can be con-
ceived. Therefore, the above taxonomy provides a conve- Fig. 7. A 4 x 4 mesh connei(tion

nient framework for both the analysis of different archite(-
. tures and the conceptualization of new architectures.

There are two basic ways one can introduce fault toler- The mapping of the binary tree onto the array is depicted in
ance into these arrays, the first approach would be to Fig. 8(b). In this figure, the mapped nodes of the binan tree
provide redundancy at each node so that the node can be are shown, along with the inactive components, whi(h are
re(onfigured internally in the event of a fault For example shown by dashed lines Consider now that the adive node
consider a 9-node mesh connection shown in Fig. 5 If we 6 becomes faulty It can be easily seen that the network (an
a,,sume that the interconnects are highly reliable, one way no longer admit the binary tree configuration, shown in
to design this array so that it will be fault-tolerant is; to use Fig. 8(a). However, should it be possible to execute the
two self-checking processors at each node, as shown in same application on a reduced binary tree (perhaps with a
Fig 6. The function of the external switch is to determine, degraded performance) such as the one shown in Fig 9. the
in the event of a fault, which one of the two checkers is application can still be supported by the faulty array, as
indicating errors and then to switch out the appropriate demonstrated below
module. There are two differ.,nt ways this can be achieved First.

However, if the interconnects (annot be assumed to be the original 4 X 4 array can be restructured into a smaller
reliable, one has then to provide redundancy by designing 3 x 3 array, as shown in Fig 10 This would require giving
an array larger than the maximum size required for the up the use of some processing nodes by turning them into
applications For example, consider the 4 x 4 array shown connecting elements (CEs) [18). Then, an, application that
in Fig 7 which is designed to support various applications (an be executed on a 3 x 3 array can be executed on this
in(luding the binary tree (onfiguration shown in Fig 8(a) new (logical) 3 x 3 array The second approach would be to

KI lIi' i'di iilisiiiis Wfilil ,iiA',i ix ,I~ c ~ll [ .l I I i s', F1 7~l\ 03
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Fig H.ii ,vids W' i~l~gu~itIII (~t (.fiprli Ittt~ pthg hu a0 odwed3 in thsstt de ntpefrma

(omputationlsk.cettoewnhmshreur to
rOtng the .oth rha d a n d tho gh the asmis s i on i is i it,

assigne to prordi ngl. theretg re feeitts tor vi rink is

-2v T.-- - it i t e nI)( m u a i n s l ~ pt t o e M r h I e r q i f (

E 4 6The various possible ,tate, tran ition s, a ll shosxn h\ti the1 ,Hfollowing direc ted graph Here, F. P. T. 4. and I ienote' the

* Fig. 9. R 'diii, h finars treeo faulty, proc essing. transmission. a tel e, and onar tiS ' stati's

respectively The ari: labels, f and (. represent the tra nsiI

tiow'i C aused hv fault, and (harige of airtil atilt. epr-
map dire( tlv the application configuration onto the taultv tivi'ly
physical array However, the latter approach (an he (ompu- f c~
tationals (omplex [9] Thus depending on whether or not C
s;u( h redu( tion is possible, tho network may or may not he Co c.
fault-tolerant, with respect to this applit.ation (1CC-- P T C A

Several important concepts emerge trom the above is- ~ '--

(USin First, a node or link (an assume sevreral distinct

states Th- following shows various possible states of the ---
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Se~c ridi the \arious reconfiguration processes can be ts pe of netvvorks, the algebraic ns'tv orks Fo e ixampili
cOn( eptuialized through an abstra. tiori of laver,,, torniulated (onsider the shiftt-and-ri-plac 5 graph ni't55 (lks propi o
[b(,Io\,%isenl inl [3c)] as a candidate for 1 SI pros essor ni'tvsorks

Let the phvs idal laser represent the topologyvs \hich de- Soc h an) 8-node netvsork is, shossn Ii Fig 1 2(a) This not
srihes t Iwef rterc onnoectIIOn strucKture, alIong %sit h t he st ats vssIitrk is, apable of emulating s.ariius uisifli logic ii strLJi

of thes nods's; and links in the phssic al arra\ A iiode,'link in tOri('s such1 as t he inear a rray . binfar\, Iree shuttl Iif' He f
the ph sic a) laser (an he either in) the fault-free or tauLlt\. shuL~fle-exc hange I OMMUnIc ation stiU( tures as sliOWsr in)
state fig tI2 h) More I rnportantlIIthis alIgehrai I netv\s or k (a n

LeIt an I apphi a ton las er re prese nt t hat t opol ogy vs hi h 1 s em ulate struc tures su( h as the linear array, anid hi nars tree.
requied to support a gi\venr appli ation. Thus in this lay er, in spite of a fault. For example, consider the link sonnes ting
all ot the no(](es are processing nodes; the links, active links, nodes Iand 2 hecoming faulty In this case the, nretys orks

I et t h.- logic .l laser represent the topology w. hich real - can) still he restructured both as a Iine ar array arnd I, i
fies, a gis en appl isation laver onl a goven physical laver Thus hi oars' tree,- as shoss n in fig 13 Si mllarls th- eit tvs rk is
a1 inrde Ili fil laver is either Ii the proc essi ng state or in the also capable of emulating these struc tures in spite oit anl\
transoulssion state. All of the links in the logical laver are, in single-node, failures.
the a( ti\s e state It may also be noted that networks such as the binary

f or a gisen configuration, the above lavers are related nl-cube and the ( ube-connected cycles provide some inter-
topologi( all,, as ;ho\,-n in Fig. ItI The nodes in) the applic a- esting fault-tolerant reconfiguration capabilities fosr exam-

ple, consider a 4-cube of 16 nodes, shovsn in fig 1 4(d) In
the event of a fault, one can degrade this to a 3-s uhe( of 8

Physical layer nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 14(a) How&ever, this vsould
require giving up the use of seven good nodes Alterna-
tively, one can partition the 4-cube into 4 suhnetworks ofLogical layer 2-cubes. Assuming that the problem can be (liv idli' into

Appi-caton aversubproblems that can be executed on 2-( ubs. om', an use,
A~Qlcanon aver3 of these, as shown in Fig. 14(b). This vwould nec essitate

giving up the use of only 3 good nodes It is obv.ious that
the fault tolerance of algebraic networks canl he studied in
the context of VLSI processor arrays.

Fig. 11. 1 u Irlrusij"IV. TitINeG AND RtICONFIGURATtON St RAT ttct

Central to the success of any fault-tolerance si.hem-e is
the formulation of effective testing and re( onfigurat iii

lion laser are a subset of the nodes in the corresponding strategies. Basi ally, there are two different approas Iiis to
h igis al laser and( these are,, in turn, a subset of the nodes in) diagnosis and recovery' centralized and distributed In a
tto pbs i( al laser centralized procedure, one may assume an external ucrit

I hi fo l los i ng defines a set of fundamental problems of whic h is, responsible for initiating testing and res onfigsira -
pras tic al importans e tion. In a distributed procedure, the Pls themselves are

Prohleni I Give'n an application las-er (a set of applic a- responsible for performing periodic: testing arid r(,s sinfi gUra-
tioin las srs) and the physical array that admyits these applica- tion.
tionts I vshat is, the minimum size (number of ncdes, silinn The advantage of a centralized scheme is tiat rvo adi-
area) Iif the pbs sical lase(r that (an admit the application(s) dlitional hardware and software support has to hel pri i-il
vs henr t cor fe cromponents fail? within each PE to allow testing and re( onliguraticin On the

*Protileni -) Given the geometrical structure(s) of an other hand, useful computation for the entire arras has to
appl isation laser (set of application layers), boy% (an) a be( interrupted so that testing (an be performedf Addlii ici

phv~,a array be de(signed soc that it (an prov.ide ''effis tent' ally, the c smplexits oft the ciruit and the liniitid I( .1
fa(Jlt-tlf~lrant realization of the, applis atlorlsl? The ts'rni from the external (colt iax riotl allsiss ai i-ritrali/,,d Iii(,
Oi ellit 0 may he denfined in terms, of las tors sus Ii as stic, of dure to he Usesd The advantage sit distriliutll~ te',ting (m
pbs-sic al arras' length of c ommunic ation delay betvs een the other hand, is that sinsr e iac I rii essi) 0 s, ii ponh i n

adjic nt applir atismn nodes, ease sof testing ind diagoisis te'sting Ii an) asvnc hrsmncus modes thie tistirig t an Ill, nh-i
ri'son tigurabilIits-, e't( leaved vs th computation, thus not ne 'ssirlsrlccrlg a

- ~Tb!' above probhlemi, need to be studied in the c ontexI t c(omnplete inte'rruption Oft all useful I lOIpi~tditiiirl \o

moisre general and flexible use, of redunslan so bin xample( the distributed tes,,tng has the potintiail till I . itr Iilf
urdIc 5(15 use, of node-level redundans s mas iffsi't the, oveorage lies ause cit the prilxirift Oft tis I, stig klj I,,I

rri''r for massis!' redundlanc at thi' svstvi'o ' Alsii the unit cinder list

tirniaser use oif svvitc hes as imnplied hs Type(, aniilw siI FfP rInII heaove' dJiMsc sin It Is alcti,ifini IIThait ,il~t J-1
arc( hits's lures mnas yielId new systirn ars bites turcs air hitei cited proc eduroe nicist striv toi nmli- th4 teomiz .inI 1-11 l
lures that p~rovirde mrore effic ient utilizationr of reslurdami fitguratioin task lioi al to) oacti nodes this usa'. t-sing ii

The 31hovi' disc( U(ison is, also appic ,iblo Ii) thi' set iirif ri' oiigUrtmo Ia b. h made, tlristiirrit I, ri, 0' I i,
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nvt \,%ork Hos~vvr, pfrtorrning thpse tasks loti al requires group" I T 1, After this partitioing there are, m

t'xlra hardssare, and sottAairt, ,uppiort at omih 01)11' adl I phdsi's it testog, \,her it phase (0 -- I i It 1 the
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Ih-' nui~jlh#' it tests that wsil he reqird shn no laults Ifr' t iither groi'' arnd .') no PEF lids ts~o neiighboiir, hi'liiging
pr''snt Intvrruption of useful ri piqttdiii wsil he' thtis t T the, sami group Ilii's t%-,() properties, gularantee that tor
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31 74 5 mashi (the htioorrdjars riiiites r.r0-n t 1.,-

f.%.lite ilarkerriio b oo es rirs 0 I Il, I. t, I
* 4 Jbeing tault% Th nolgi I us,, %itti or r~ t,

4:.I I MlUM)( Ati10on rdIgi in nI t .1 i It, I, I I i

*point from the- te-ster tot Or, t. t-ri

agfrisa' cnjr to three taulJts tI ill 1
I nisirn vmImkli. ro ti nmw fl

Fi Fig I5,la) inrii ates a pnrssil., i, Ii h

F sit 14 1 1 ii LAW -l jh' irtitiioit ib) to ~ tf,. th fill rod -am Urt Mesh 1 is kj , hi I. - Io '

* , ' I' ti Prlririi, iriru l i. N? rir ,tlwn's fin u 'un as, i kirrrrig .I
- tan trt',rrfg grapfi ras ttwr ti~ t '

t ilr uliilild trom i ts arra\ i ndoe tp i- (. q ) h% l)+
I d (p ) 2q) mod 7, rpetl\evl\ . - -

*.rail tf hryor phasiesk of the testing pro)( edure ha\cf e4 0 -

e fiicfac h and everyP E k no\,%s t he st atu I - : ;:
i ig i (onnecting links, There is, no diffrencev if

I. r .1tilt is, in the niighhoring PC proper, or in the
iti

rttii status; of a fault', PE or link \ill he known
I iighbrring P~s This loically stored information

I". I It tiro A distrihutend reonfigurat ion algorithmr (e g
It -,ill tohliiiA the testing procedure Thus. it nia\ hie 0

Ii alini. istributled testing pri)( edure doe"' not titI ,

v 'e passNing iif test results,, as required in other I to 1ia
* ral iitributed diagnosis algorithms, (e g , [2,11),£

f " i Santg of the regularitiv of the ,i ISI array - - - - - -

* . r a'i iti-d that the, above algorithm wil also woork
*1 nula rimparisoin testing In this, type of testing.tl

test ii hie applied frrom one proc essir to the fig. I; \ i.iiiIlk7.i
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